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I. INTRODUCTION 
Fisher (1958) has said, 
The normal distribution is the most important of continuous 
distributions; but among discontinuous distributions the 
Poisson Series is of the first importance. 
Most fundamental theory in Statistics is based on the assumption of nor­
mality and only a little attention has been paid to the theory of Poisson 
distribution. Cramer realized that the Poisson distribution is in the 
center of the developments of claims in an insiirancG business, and in 
1961 he has stated, 
I placed the Poisson distribution in the center of the 
developments and founded the whole theory on the assumption 
that the occurrence of claims in an insurance business 
follows what we now call a simple Poisson process. 
The Poisson distribution plays a very important role not only, in the 
insurance business but also telephone traffic, traffic flow, accident 
statistics and general industry as well as many fields of sciences such 
as Agriculture, Biology and Social Sciences. A classical example of 
Poisson distribution is the number of deaths from a horse kick in the 
Prussian Army given by Bortkiewicz (1898). 
"Student's" example (1907) of distribution of yeast cells in 4oo 
squares Haemacytometer is of historical importance, because it established 
a necessity of recognizing the Poisson distribution. There are two 
important contributions to the Poisson theory which are due to Przyborowski 
and Wilenski (1935,1939) who studied statistically the number of dodder 
seeds in samples of clover seed. Finney (19^ 9) used the Poisson distribu­
tion to explain the number of fruit flies in a piece of fruit. Finney and 
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Varley (1955) used it for the number of gall-fly eggs per flower head. 
Fisher, et al. (1922) studied the numbers of bacteria in soil samples by 
referring it to the Poisson distribution. A great deal of study of 
Poisson theory has been made in the context of accident proneness. Haight 
(1963) evolved a mathematical theory of road traffic. Many related 
studies of road traffic have been made by Garwood (19^ 0), Holgate (196k), 
Tanner (195I), Edie (195^ ) and others. The problems of telephone traffic 
which involve the Poisson distribution had attracted many people in the 
early stages. The works of Erlang (I917), Fry (1928), Vaulot (1931) and 
Palm (1936,1937,1938) gave a number of classical examples. One report on 
the role of the Poisson distribution in telephone traffic theory is by 
Benes (19&5)-
During the course of experiments or process of collection of data, 
the missing of observations is quite common. A large number of problems 
arise when complete data is not available. The case of a sample from uni­
variate Poisson distribution subject to zero-class, left hand and right 
hand truncation is well known and is given below. Suppose a sample of size 
n is drawn from probability function p(x) with x e T, where T is a 
subset of real numbers. Then the truncated distribution is defined as 
f(x) = P(X)/P(T) for X e T, where P(T) = ^ |jp(X) . If T is a set 
of positive integers, then the zero-class is missing from a discrete proba­
bility function. If the first k classes are missing, then the distribu­
tion is truncated at left. We have evolved a few new kinds of distribu­
tions by simply imposing new restrictions on the domain of the variate. 
In Chapter II, we have derived some results in case of right hand trun­
cated, modified and partially truncated Poisson distributions.. We have 
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investigated the Hyper-Poisson case under various types of truncation. 
For the bivariate Poisson, we have formulated new types of truncation, 
called left corner and right corner truncation. These types of truncation 
are believed to be more common than left hand and right hand truncation. 
These new terms have been defined in Section A below. In the case of 
multivariate Poisson, we have considered independent and correlated bi­
variate Poisson distributions in Chapters V and VI. We have also derived 
a restricted bivariate Hyper-Poisson distribution. The methods of maximum 
likelihood and the method of moments, ordinary or modified, have been 
employed for estimation of parameters of the truncated distributions. 
A. Definitions 
In this section, we define various terms which we shall use in sub­
sequent chapters. 
Definition 1 A distribution is said to be truncated if a set of 
observations is either missing or unobservable. 
Let X be a random variable with probability function f^ (x;9) , 
0 s O . Let R be the range of X such that = 1 • If a few 
observations on the random variable X are not observable or missing, 
then the range of X is restricted to a proper subset T of R, such that 
0 < P(X e T) < 1 . 
Suppose f^ (x;8) is the probability density function with respect to 
a cr-finite measure li(x) . Then the probability density function of X 
restricted to the range T is given by 
k 
- pfefe) • 
Definition 2 A distribution is said to be truncated at left 
(right), if the observations on x < k(x>k) are missing or unobservable 
for some fixed integer, k. 
For left hand truncation, the range of restricted random variable X, 
is 
= {x:x > k] c R , 
and for right hand truncation, the range is 
Tg = [x;x < k] c R 
Definition 3 A distribution is said to be doubly truncated if the 
observations on x < k^  and x > kg are missing. That is, the range of 
restricted random variable X is 
TG = {X:K^  < X < KG} 
Definition 4 A distribution is said to be point truncated if the 
observations on x = k ere not available, i.e., the range of restricted 
random variable X is 
= {x:x e R and x ^  k] 
Definition ^  A distribution is said to be modified if some of the 
observations at x = k^  are misclassified as observations at x = kg . 
Suppose p is the probability of mièclassifying an observation from 




X = k. 
f^ (k2;0) + pf^ (k^ ;8) X = kg 
fjj(x;0) X / kj^ fkg 
0  <  p  <  1 ,  9 e O .  
Definition 6 A class in a distribution will be said to be de­
flated if some of the observations falling in the class are erroneously 
micclaccificd in anothcr class. 
Definition % A class in a distribution will be said to be in­
flated if some of the observations falling in other classes are erroneously 
misclassified in this class. 
Definition 8 A distribution is said to be partially truncated at 
left (right) if the observations on x < k (x > k) of modified distribu­
tion are not available. 
Suppose p is the probability of misclassification of observations 
from the class x = k to x = k + 1 and also observations on x < k are 
missing, then the density of the distribution partially truncated at left is 
1 
fy(xj9,p) - ^  
s (  8 , p ) >  X  -  k  +  1  
X > k + 1 
00 
where g(e,p)= pfjj(k;0) + .  
Definition £ [Teicher (i960)] A distribution is said to be a 
mixture if for each element of P = (Pg:0 e ©}, the family of discrete 
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probability distributions,and for each element of = {G(6);9 e O], a 
class of mixing distributions such that JdG(0) = 1 for each G e^ j 
we have 
P^ (x)=Jp(x,e)dG(0) . 
Pg(x) is a discrete probability distribution. 
Definition 10 If the mixing distribution, G(0) is a step 
function with steps at 0^ ,0g, ... ,0^  then 
where p^  is the probability assigned by G to 0^  , is ceilled a finite 
mixture. If s^ », such a mixture is called a countable mixture. 
Definition 11 An s-variate distribution is said to be truncated 
at left if the domain of the distribution is restricted to the set 
ts)- ^ 1% Ag X ... X Ag 
where is the restricted domain of the ith variate such that 
A^  = {k^ ,k^ + 1, «... } 
i=l,2, ... s are fixed integers. 
Definition 12 An s-variate distribution is said to be truncated 
at right if the domain of the distribution is restricted to the finite set 
B \= B.x X ... X B 
s^ j 1 <£ s 
where B^  is the restricted domain of the ith variate such that 
7 
= {0,1, ... k^ } 
k\yi=l,2, ... s are fixed integers. 
Definition 13 An s-variate distribution is said to be truncated 
at left corner if the domain of the distribution is restricted to the set 
where B, \ may be denoted as the complement of B,, and Z^ . is s-dimen-is) (s) (s) 
sion set of non-negative integers. 
Definition lA An s-variate distribution is said to be truncated 
at right corner if the domain of the distribution is restricted to the 
complement set, Â^ ^^ of A^ j^ i.e., 
V ^(s)" A(s)' 
Definition 1$ In a multivariate distribution, a truncation is said 
to be point truncation if for fixed the observations with x^  = k^ , 
for some i (i=l,2, ... , s) are not available. 
For instance, in a bivariate distribution, if x^  = k^  and Xg = kg 
are not available, it means that observations on x^  = k^  for all Xg 
and observations on Xg = kg for all are not available. This defini­
tion of point truncation is the natural generalization from the univariate 
case. In marginal distribution of the jth random variable will have 
a truncated distribution with one point missing. 
Definition 16 In a multivariate distribution, a truncation is said 
to be a gall truncation, if the observations on the vector point 
X = k are not available. 
-8-
B. A Historical Background of Poisson Distribution 
A comprehensive details of historical background of the contributions 
to the Poisson distribution and its various generalizations have been 
given by Haight (1967). However, we are going to give the historical 
background of the Poisson distribution so that we ultimately reach a point 
where we proceed to the truncated Poisson distribution. In the early 
period of development of Poisson distribution, there was no mention of 
truncation of any part of the data. When the Poisson law was acceptable 
to many theoretical and practical statisticians during 1930's, unobserv-
able part of the data were encountered and discussed. For instance, 
Tippett (1932) discussed the Poisson distribution when a few observations 
above a certain point were not identifiable and he replaced all the obser­
vations exceeding N by W. He called this method that of "snap counts". 
Poisson (1937) obtained the distribution p^ (X) as a limit of the 
binomial law. Since this publication, Poisson did not refer to his dis­
tribution. Seidel (197^ ) and Abbe (1979) derived Poisson probabilities 
as a binomial limit without mentioning Poisson's work. 
Bortkiewicz (1898) wrote a monograph on binomial Poisson limit, 
moments and differential and difference relations of the probabilities, 
giving full credit to Poisson. This monograph was the first attempt to 
give a systematic study of the Poisson distribution. During this time 
Boltzmann (1868) and Whitworth (1886) dealt with Poisson probabilities, 
sometimes mentioning Poisson. In the early 20th century, Schmidt (19OO), 
Loria (1900), Smoluchowshi (1904), Charlier (l905a,1905b,1906,1910), 
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"Student" (1907), Gini (1908a,b) and Broggi (1907) derived Poisson Proba­
bilities independently. Some of them refer to Poisson. "Student" (I907) 
was the first statistician who brought out the inçortance of Poisson 
series in modern statistics in dealing with the accuracy of counting 
yeast cells with haemocytometer and arrived at the Poisson formula in­
dependently. Bateman (I9I0) also derived the Poisson series as the 
distribution of the number of a particles emitted by a film of polonium, 
which strike a sensitized screen in successive equal intervals of time. 
At this time, the Poisson series was recognized as a standard dis­
tribution with the name Poisson distribution. Erlang (l909jl917>1920b), 
Svedberg (I9IO), Edgeworth (I9II), Mortara (I912), Timerding (I9I5), 
MoKendriok (I91^ ,1915&,b) were among others who used the Poisson distribu­
tion as a means of explanation of their data. During this period, Gini 
(l908a,b) and Whitaker (191^ ), controversies were quite popular and 
criticism of the Poisson law was directed towards Bortkiewicz who "was 
guilty of exactly that error of those who supposed that the Poisson was a 
threat to the normal or the binomial", (Haight, 1967)» After this, 
Bortkiewicz (1915) wrote his last paper on the Poisson distribution. Be­
tween 1915 and 1920, papers by Timerding (1915), K. Smith (1916), K. Pearson 
(1916), Erlang (l917A920a,b) azid "Student" (I919) had appeared. During 
1920 and 1930, the Poisson distribution was fairly established and was 
acceptable to almost everyone, but many papers did not appear except those 
of Fisher, et al. (1922), von Mises (1921), Molina (1927), Moreint (1921), 
Pollaczek-Geiringer (1928). These papers were those of applications of the 
Poisson series. During this decade, people have started applying it to 
various problems of insurance, accidents, biology, industry etc. A great 
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bulk of papers on various aspects of Poisson distribution had appeared 
during 1930 to 19^ 0. This decade may be called the period of development 
of Poisson law as a statistical concept. 
Aroian (1937) gave relations involving moments up to order 10 of the 
Poisson distribution. Another recursion formula of higher moments in terms 
of lower ones was given by Aroian (1937) and Riordan (1937)• In this 
area, some relations were given by Guldberg (l.931a/b). Bahn (1937) discus­
sed the Poisson distribution as a limit of sums of independent equiprobable 
events such that E(8^ ) —X and Prob(S^ = x) —>• . During this 
period, the most important contributions to the theory of discrete distri­
bution particularly the Poisson distribution, were due to Aitken (1936), 
Bochner (1936), Campbell (l93^ ). Chapman (1938), Cochran (1936,19^ 0), 
Cramer (1937), Feller (193^ ), Fisher (1939), Gnedenko (1939), Guldberg 
(193^ ), Irwin (1937), Khintchine (1937), Levy (1937), Neyman (1939), 
Okamoto (1955,1959), Ottestad (1939), Raikov (1937,1938),Richer (1937), 
Sukhatme (1938), Tippett (1932), Weida (1935) and Wilks (1938). During 
this decade, different types of generalizations had appeared. Once the 
Poisson distribution was recognized, people started thinking of compounding, 
modifying and mixing the distributions. In fact, Erlang (1917) proposed 
the truncated Poisson and obtained Erlang's loss formula 
fU) = e , x - 0,1,2, ... , N (1,1) 
where 
11 
After 19^ 0, a different variety of treatments of Poisson distribution 
had appeared. 
C. A Historical Background of Truncated Poisson Distribution 
A brief account of the contributions to the theory of truncated Pois­
son distribution is given by Ahmad (196^ )- However, we are going to 
give a historical background of the truncated Poisson distribution in some 
detail. 
1. The Period 1917-1950 
Erlang (I917) is the first writer on the problems of estimation of 
parameters of the truncated Poisson distribution. He obtains the special 
probability 1.1 in the design of telephone switchboards. It is called 
Erlang's loss formula. After a lapse of I5 years, Tippett (1932) states 
that 
Sometimes, however, it is inconvenient or impossible to 
work with high concentration of particles, because where 
there are many particles in a zone, it may be difficult 
to count them accurately. For instance, one particle may 
tend to obscure others, causing some to be mixed in the 
crowded zones resulting in departure from the (simple) 
Poisson distribution. 
Tippett (1932) deals with a modified form of the Poisson distribution by 
replacing all the observations exceeding W by N and estimates the location 
parameter for N = 2,3,4. Bliss (19^ 8) uses the Poisson distribution in 
studying the number of spores in samples of beetle blood. He tabulates 
the values of maximum likelihood estimator of a parameter of the Poisson 
distribution truncated above k for k = 1,2,3 and 6 = 0.1(0.1)6. Tukey(19^ .9) 
gives a property of sufficiency under truncation. 
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2. ^  Period 1951-1959 
In this decade, a large number of papers on the truncated Poisson 
distribution were published. They may be divided into different classes 
by type of truncation. 
a. Left hand truncation In the problem of left hand truncation, 
most of the authors in this decade concentrate on the estimation of para­
meters when the zero-class frequency is missing. Suppose X is a 
restricted random variable. The range of X excludes the value zero. 
The distribution is 
f^ (x;e) = ®  ^IT '  ^= 1^ 2,3, ... . 
David and Johnson (1952) and Craig (1953) find the maximum likelihood 
estimator of 9 and variance of the estimator of 0 is given by David 
and Johnson (1952) and Hartley (1958). Plackett (1953) estimates a 
function, g(0) by a function 
I ^  % 
oi 
such that Jt. is the coefficient of tt in the series 1 1. 
(e®-l)g(0) 
and are determined such that the estimate is unbiased. He also finds 
the variance of the estimator  ^Z %\k^  . Irwin (1959) ' expresses the 
maximum likelihood estimator of 0 in terms of a Lagrange series 
 ^= X - ill ^  (3e-X)i . 
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Aitchison (1955) discusses the sufficient unbiased estimator of 
6/(l-e ®), while Roy and Mitra (1957) and Tate and Goen (1958) discuss 
the uniformally minimum variance unbiased estimator of 0 . 
In general, when truncation is at x = k + 1, the distribution is 
f^ (x;9) = i.p(ky fr , X = k+l,k+2, ... . 
In this case, Rider (1953), Cohen (195^ ) and Moore (195^ ) discuss the 
estimation of parameter and its variance. Tate and Goen (195^ ) obtain 
the uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator of 0 . 
b. Right hand truncation In this case, the domain of the distri­
bution is restricted to the values of x = 0,1, ... ,k . The distribu­
tion is given by 1.1. Moore (1952) and Cohen (195^ ) deal with this case 
and obtain the estimator and its variance. 
c. Multiple truncation In multiple truncation, we include the 
cases of double truncation and modification of Poisson distribution. 
Cohen (195^ ,1959) give results about the double truncation. Halperin 
(1952) and Moore (195^ ) apply the results to various types of truncation. 
3. The Period I960 -
Various types of truncation of the Poisson distribution are dis­
cussed by various authors in this period. Cohen (1960a,1960b,196oc,196od, 
and 1961) discusses right-hand truncation, modification, partial trunca­
tion, and various other types of truncation of the Poisson distribution 
including truncation of a mixture of two Poisson distributions. Ahamd and 
Kudo (1967a) study the modified and partially truncated Poisson 
distribution. Patil (1961,1962a,1962b,1962c, and I963) also discusses 
Ik 
various types of truncation as a special case of his generalized power 
series distribution. Shah and Venkataraman (19^ 3) obtain the moment esti­
mators of parameters of modified Poisson distribution originally discussed 
in Cohen (1959)• Haight and G. Fisher (I966) generalize Cohen's (1959) 
results by assuming that some occurrences in a certain period are not 
counted until in the next period. 
In addition to the writers mentioned above, Martin and Katti (T9&5); 
S. A. Patil (1962), Singh (1963), Doss (1963), Kale (I9G3), Rider (1962), 
Blischke (I963), Bardwell and Crow (1964) and Yoneda (I9G2) discuss 
various kinds of truncation. In case of mixtures of distributions, 
Shuraway and Gurland (1960a, 1960a), Teicher (i960) and Cohen (1963,1967) 
are noteworthy. 
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II. TRUNCATED POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS 
A. Introduction 
We have referred to the authors in the first chapter, who have studied 
various types of truncation of the Poisson distribution. In the content of 
historical developments of the truncated Poisson distributions, we have 
given references to the following types of truncation 
1. Left hand truncation 
2. Right hand truncation 
3- Double truncation 
h. Modified distribution 
5- Partial truncation 
6. Point truncation. 
In this chapter, we shall give a few results on 2, 4 and 5 above which are 
already published by the author (1967), and shall obtain a few new results. 
B. Right Hand Truncation 
Let X be a Poisson variable whose domain has been restricted to a set 
of non-negative integers, {o,l,...,k} . The distribution is given by 
~ P^ kJ ^   ^~ 0,1, ... ,k , (2.1) 
where X > 0 , and 
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The distribution 2.1 can be rewritten as 
® " (k+i); 
X — Ojlj2j ..• 
2 
where F^^ [l;a;x] = 1 + — + ,+ ..., is a confluent hjrpergeometric 
function defined by Slater (i960). 
1. Moment estimation 
The jth factorial moment of x is 
"[J] = (2-3) 
giving 
E(x) -  ^ (2.4) 
and 
Var(x) = Mp = n-ix(ix-l) 
[2] ^ 
= [P(k)P(k-l) + \[p(k-2)p(k) 
[P(k)]2 
-p2(k-l)}] . (2.5) 
The moment estimator of \ is given by 
i (2.S) 
which can be solved by iteration. 
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2. Maximum likelihood estimation 
The likelihood function of a sample of size n drawn from the popula­
tion 2.1 is 
L = " " 
The estimating equation is 
X = ' (2.7) 
Now P'(k) = P(k-l) - P(k) and P'(k) < 0 . Then 2.7 is rewritten as 
X = À . (2.8) 
The maximum likelihood estimator of X is the same as that from the method 
of moments. There is no explicit solution of \ from 2.8, but the charts 
have been constructed for the estimation of \ . These charts were pre­
pared for a paper by Ahmad and Kudo (1967b)i 
It will be of some interest to rewrite 2.8 in terms of confluent 
hyper-geometric function. Define 
1 ik-1 
R(k) = e^  - F^^ [l;k;X] . (2.9) 
It is easy to show that 
(i) R(k+2) = eV(k) . (2.10) 
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(ii) R'(k+2) = Ij^ CeVk)] = e^[P(k) + P(k-l) - P(k)] 
= e^ P(k-l) = R(k+1) . 
Then 2.8 is written as 
Then 
J = X 1^ 1} . (2.11) 
3. Asymptotic variance of the maximum likelihood estimator 
The asymptotic variance of \ is obtained as 
Var(\) = [B(_ , (2.12) 
we note that 
afloG L ^  _ [^-x_ P(k-)[P(k-2) - 2P(k-l) + P(k)} - {P(k-l) - P(k)l2] 2 12) 
P^ (k) 
can be derived by the relation 
p(k) = P(k-2) - 2P(k-l) + P(k) , 
and now 
E(- 8 10% L) = n[^  + P(k)P(k-2) - P2(k-1)] 
p2(k) 
 ^n P(k-l)P(k) + x[P(k)P(k-2') - P^ (k-l)l 




Var(\) = ^  !/)(X) (2.15) 
where 
~ P(k)P(k-l) + AlP(kjp(k-2) - P^ (k-l)J ' (2.l6) 
The asymptotic variance of moment estimator can also be derived from 2.8 





Var(X) computed from 2.17 is found to be identical with 2.I5 
ipix) is an increasing function in X . 
lira 0(x) = 1 , 
X •>0'*' 
and lira ^ (X) =1 for all X > 0 • This shows that when k increases 
k 
Var(X) . 
By the relations 
R'(k+2) = e^ (k-l) 
R"(k+2) = e^ (k-2) , 
20 
we have another expression for 
i!)U) = R^ (k+2) (2.18) 
R'(k+2)R(k+2) + X[R"(k+2)R(k+2) - R'^ (k+2)] 
This expression is very useful because Var(^ ) can be computed with the 
aid of existing tables of confluent hyper-geometric function by Slater 
(i960) or by Bardwell and Crow's tables referred to in their paper (196k). 
Modified Poisson distributions are first discussed by Cohen (1960c) 
where he deals with the case when some ones are misclassified as zeroes. 
Cohen (1959) has also estimated the parameters of the Poisson distribu­
tion when sample values of c + 1 are erroneously reported as c . This 
type of modification has been generalized to any pair of adjacent classes 
or to any pair of classes. Cohen's (1959) modified distribution is 
identical with our Case I given below. 
1. Modified Poisson distribution Case I 
The modified Poisson distribution when a few of the observations taking 
value (k+1) are misclassified as k is given by 
where 9 is the probability of raisclassification. The likelihood function 
C. Modified Distributions 
if X ^  k and k+1 
f^ (x;X) = J (^1 + gj) if X = k 
e fï^ (l-e) if X = k + 1 
(2.19) 
21 
of a sample of size N is 
[(>0)5^  
where jr"*" is the multiplication over all x^ 's except x^  =. k and k + 1 . 
log L = - N\ + Z*"Xj^ log \ + kn^ log A. + n^ log(l + 
+ n^ ^^ log(l-8) + (k+l)n^ ^^ log \ + constant 
= - NX + ^ l^og X + n^ log(l + + n^ _^ l^og(l-0) + C . 
where is the sumation over all x^  except x^  = k and k + 1. The 




°k , , - \+l A = 0 
and we have 
k+l+0\ 1-8 
X = [^l - ^  7^7] (2.20) 
k+1+êi 
A 
The estimation of \ is found by solving the quadratic equation in \ , as 
22 
i = iCx-k-1 + ^  + V (x-k-l + + ^ (k+l)(x - %!:^ )] . (2.22) 
N W 
Only positive root is retained under Descartes' "rule of signs". When 
ê = 0; X = X , 2.1p rcducGS to ordinary Poisson probability function with­
out modification. When k = 0; simple modified Poisson distribution of 
Cohen (1960b) is obtained. When  ^ , then 'Ô -+— . When N 
V Vl 
is sufficiently large with respect to n^  and n^ _^  ^, then t = x . In 
this case A is given by 
In case of n^ _^ =^ 0 , "§ = 1 and of n^  = 0 , 0 is not estimable. When 
0 = 0, f^ (x;?*.) is ordinary Poisson distribution and when 0 = 1, all the 
observations falling in the class k + 1 will be reported as observations 
in class k. 
The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix can be obtained by invert­
ing the information matrix, 
E(- âfloSJl) E( 
3X50 ) 
E(_ .0 log L\ g/_ 3 log Ly 
where 
E(-  ^M(k+1+9X)^ - E(n^ )(k+1)8 
X(k+1+0X)2 
„/ \ k+1 
" (k+i+ex)2 ' 
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E(- Ao&l) = E(v^)(k-H1H-9X)^ 
00^  (l-8)2(k+l+G\)2 
and 
-X, k , 
E(n,.)=N^  (1 + e , jx fk# JvrX 
,k+l 
Vi' = " W " - ®' 
2. Modified Poisson distribution Case II 
Consider the ease- vhc-n a few of the observations taking value (k) 
are misclassified as (k+l). In this case, the modified Poisson distribu­
tion is 
/ 
-X X X 
X.' 
i f  X  /  k ,  k + l  
•X r 









r(l + -T- 0) if X = k + 1 . 
The likelihood function of a sample of size N is 
log L = - NX + pc^ log X + n^  log(l-0) + n^ _^ l^og(l+0 ^ )^ + constant 
The maximum likelihood equations are 
ÛC 




= 0 (2.24) 
2k 
so 
1 . (k+l) 
*k 1:% + °k+i \+^ (k+i) = ° 
- \r\ , +^1 e5(k+l) 1 
K = X[1 +— xL\+(k+i)(z)]^  
= [\^  + [\ ](k+l)0}/{\ + (k+l)jz5} (2.25) 
and 
 ^ '-\+l" k+1 (2.26) 
The positive root of the quadratic equation in t 
\[x + ^  - (k+l) ] - (k+l)(x - ) - 0 (2.27) 
is retained under Descartes' "rule of sign". In case of n^  = 0 , ^  = 1 
and of n^  = n^ _^ =^ 0  ^  ^ is not estimable. 




S^lOR L. N ^ [WjZKk+l)?- (k+l) 0 E(^) 
a_) = - . 




E(nj^ )[\+0(k+l)]2 + E(n%^ i^ (k+l)2(l-0)2 
(l-0)^ [?\.+j2j(k+l) 
E(. flo&L, - (ktl)E(n,.,i) 
'  [W0(k-i-l)]^  
^ (à: + « ' ^ (1 - « • 
D. Partially Truncated Poisson Distributions 
Sometimes it happens that misclassification takes place along with 
truncation. Cohen (1960c) observes that some observations taking the value 
one are erroneously reported as zeroes and deals with this situation. 
Sometimes it happens that some ones are misclassified as zeroes and all 
these zeroes are missing (See Cohen, igSod) . Another situation 
can arise that some zeroes are misclassified as ones and the remaining 
zeroes are missing. That is, more ones are reported than there are actual­
ly. This situation is generalized in this section. We shall consider two 
types of partial truncation. First if some of the observations belonging 
to the classes x < k are identified as k + 1 and the remaining obser­
vations of the classes x < k are missing, we shall call the class k + 1 
as inflated. Second, if some of the observations of the class k + 1 are 
also missing along with classes x < k, we shall call the class k + 1 as 
deflated. In both cases, the desnity of partially truncated Poisson dis­
tribution is written as 
26 
 ^ 1 a T , T 
1-S(k,\ ,ô)  (k+l); 
(2.28) 
^l-S(k^X,6) 'Hr X = k + 2,  k + 3,  . . .  
where 
k . ,x ,k+l 
s(k,À,ô)=j^i ^+(i-ô)i 
P^XX) + (L-6)[P%+I(X) - P%(X)] 
= (l-5)P%^ i(\) + 6P%XX) 
and Ô is unknown positive real number. 
Since the inflation, if any, is assumed to be caused by misclassi-
fication, we have 
6ë^ %k+l/(k+i); < , 
thus Ô has to be between 0 and .ô(k) = ) • If 
6=0, there is no misclassification. If 5=1, the truncation is at k. 
In case of Ô lying in open interval (0,l) some of the observations of 
the class (k+l) are missing along with classes x < k , and when 6 lies 
in open interval (l,ô(k)), the class (k+l) contains some observations that 
belong to the classes x < k . We consider the maximum likelihood estimate 
of \ and ô based on sample size N , when k is known. 
-m k^+1^  ,"k+i 
L = ------S -w " (fcrrr.) 
[ l-S(k,X,6)]  
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where irx- is the multiplication over all x. except x. = k + 1 , and 
 ^ n  ^
N = +^2."'" ^ +2"*" " • ' Then |log L = - X+x log log 6 
- log[l-S(k,6)] + constant. The estimating equations for \ and 6 are, 
"k+i 1 . s&k/a5 1 5 log L - - + —z: _ Q 
N Ô6 W 6 1-Sj.  ^
whore S, - sCk.X.6) . The oauations can be written as 
. ^ ^   ^  ^ (z.zg) 
i-(i4)p,. (^ ) - i-P.(t) i-P. (^ ) ivrX JX iX xt 
, A & 
where y = —7 , and 
1-0 
« . \+l 6=min{-jpSi ^-77--  ,  6(k)} (2.30) 







0  =  0 — ^ 1  y = 0 -*• CO 
6 = 1 —'f ô(k) —03 Y = - <" —*" -1 
A  A  
0 < Ô < 1 implies o < y < »» 
1 < 6 < ô(k) implies - œ < ^  < ô(k)/(l-ô(k)) 
If we have reasons to believe that all the inflations are caused by 
misclassifications, for instance, when all observed one's are originally 
28 
ones or zeroes, then maximum likelihood estimate of 6 = Min+ l] . 
The scunpling errors of estimates can he computed hy variance-
covariance matrix of and the matrix is obtained "by inverting in­
formation matrix. The information matrix is 
E(- E(. 






è E(-  ^E(X) ax' 
V 38. 
N ar (1-8^ )' 
(1-8%): 
1E(- zflog ^  
%  ^ as: 
) = G("k+l) 
a^ s as. 
2^ (l-Sv) + 1 06-^ ^56 
W gS (1-S,)= 
and 
as, 
^ = ( L-Ô)P^^_^^(\) + 6P^(X) = _ (L-6)P^^^(X) + (1-25)PJ\) +5P^_T(\) k-1' 
a^ s k 
sr 
= - (2-35)Pi,(\) k+1' 
+ (l-36)P%^ l(\) + ap^ gfx) 
29 
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G M[P^ ^l(M 
G'X) = * l-il-iW^^^S^^K) '1:37-
In particular, suppose all zeroes are missing and that observations 
at X = 1 is either inflated or deflated. The estimating equations are, 
(k = 0;P_^(X) = 0) 
l-(l4)ê A  X = X 
i-(i-S)ë*(i+x)-Gg*: 
( 2 . 3 3 )  
and 
A \ l-ë^ (l4) (2.34) 
The variance-covariance matrix is inverse of the information matrix 
E(- Sflog L 
afigg^ \ a^ iog L> 
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where 
ôfl02_L) ^  ^  l+i^ (^l-6)-i^ [(l+X^ )(l-6)+(l+6\)] 
12 X[l-[l+(l-ô)À); ]
96^  ô[l-[l+X(l-ô)];^ ]2 
E(- ") = N e\l-À-e^ ) _ 
If 6 lias in (0,1), this case becomes Cohen's (l96ob) case and if ô 
A  
lies in (l,ô(k)), ones are inflated with zeroes. The variance of X can 
be obtained as 
. [i_i\i+x)] . (2.35) 
According as Ô = 0, 1 or ^  + 1, we can write 2.35 as 
= . (2.36) 
° " % ' 
Vi = I Cl-i^] , (2.37) 
or 
31 
It is easy to see that 
Va<Vl<\ (2.39) 
I  o r  
\ \ l-r(l+\) 
V, = ; 
 ^ ° l-e^ (l-h\) 
= V, 
1 , 1-e 
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III. TRUNCATED HÏEER-POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS 
A. Hyper-Poisson Distributions 
We have seen that a Hyper-Poisson distribution is a more general distri­
bution than the Poisson. Bardwell and Crow (19^ ) named the two parameter 
family of distributions as Hyper-Poisson because the distribution is a 
special case of hypergeometric series distributions. 
Let X be a discrete random variable with probability function 
is the confluent hypergeometric function, Slater (i960). 
Bardwell and Crow (1964) have found the formulae for mean and higher 
moments about the origin. The mean of 3'1 is given by 
- ^ F^ Li%8jriA+x) ' (3.1) 
where 8 > 0, \ > 0 and 
0^  = (i = 6 + (l-\)(l-f^ ) , (3.2) 
where 
f 1 0 - ^ F^ Ll;X;e] 
and higher moments are given by 
(3.3) 
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where j = 1,2,3, ••• and = 1 . 
It is easy to show that Hyper-Poisson is a truncated Poisson distri­
bution when the point of truncation is an integer. Suppose that we 
truncate the first \ - 1 terms of a poisson distribution, then the 
truncated Poisson distribution is 
Translating X - 1 units to the left, we get 3-l« 
B. Estimation of Parameters of Hyper-Poisson Distributions 
There are two cases: 
1) \ is known, and 
2) \ is unknown. 
Case 1 If \ is known to be an integer, the distributions 3«1 re­
duces to the truncation Poisson. In this case the estimation of 9 is 
discussed by Cohen (1$$^ ), Haight and G. Fisher (1966), Moore (1956), 
Rider (1953), Subrahmaniam (1965), Tate and Goen (1958) and others. 
It can be shown that uniformly minimum varieince unbiased estimator of 
(3.M 
jX-X+1 
^ X — \ j 
3^ 1-
0 [given by Roy and Mitra (1957) and Guttraan (I958) in case of power 
series distribution] of the distribution 3.I in a sample of size n is 
C(t-l,n) 
C(t,n) ^   ^
0 , t = 0 
(3.5) 
where 
t = , i=r i 
n af F [l;X;8] 
C(t,n) = . 
B8 t 
1 
0 = 0 
For large n, 'â(t) = ^  for any fixed t . 
Case 2 If À and 6 are unloiown, Bardwell and Crow (1963,196^ ) 
have suggested the following estimators: 
i) Maximum likelihood estimators 
ii) Two-moment estimators 
iii) Simple estimators 
1) Three-moment estimators 
2) Two-moment and zero class frequency estimators 
3) Mean and first two frequency estimators 
4) First two moments and the ratio of the first two frequency 
estimators. 
They have not computed the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the 
maximum likelihood estimators and of some simple estimators in view of 
complicated expressions. They have formulated the variances of three-
moment estimators and evaluated their relative efficiency with respect to 
35 
the "best estimators of 0 when X is known. They made a Monte-Carlo 
study for evaluating biases in simple estimators from 50 small samples each 
of size n = 50. 
C. Asymptotic Variances of Some Estimators 
In this section, we compute the asymptotic variances of maximum 
likelihood estimators, two moment estimators and some of simple estimators 
of the parameters of Hj'per-Poisson distribution. These were not given by 
any other author. 
1. Asymptotic variances of maximum likelihood estimators 
The variances and covariances of the maximum likelihood estimators 
of 0 and \ are obtained below. 
a ^ nx _n_ ^ 1^ 1 
Ô0 0 " Ô0 
(3.7) 
Ix = " ^  ^ - iEi 
 ^ Ô F n 
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= - - 0'(\) + i .|_^ '(\+x.)] (3.8) 
1 
where 0] , 0^ . - ' '"ts ~ ôs^ '^ f ' ; = &%] (^t) = £7^  ^ 
and L stands for the logarithm of likelihood function. Now 




— + (3;10) 
ex (3.11) 
and 
E[- = n[0.^  - + E 0'(\+X)] , 
ÔX*= ax 
1 asFi 
where E ,0'[.X +X] = - [!/)'(X) + -p ~ ~ 
covariance matrix is the inverse of information matrix. 
The variance-
V = I -1 1 
D ^XX" 2!/)'(X) - 0) 





D = „([0^^ - 2*'(X) - - 0|^) . 
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2. Asymptotic variances of tvo-moment estimators 
If we use first two sample moments to estimate \ and 0 we can 
obtain asymptotic variances and covariances of the estimators of X and 
6 , Let and be the sample mean and second moment. Then 
K = 8 + (1-X)(1 - -^ ) (3.13) 
11 
= 0(l+ra^ ) + m^ (l-\) (3»1^ ) 
Eliminating \ from 3.13 and 3.1^ , we have 
Taking logarithimic differentiation of both sides, we get 
09ra^  + (l+m^ )ô0 - Bmg ô0 - ôm^  + 2m^ ôm^  
(l+m^ )0 - mg 0 - mg+ m^  
' 6 F Ô.F. 6 F 
=  +  ( — •  
Solving for 30, and finding var(0) = E(ô0)^  we have, 
Var(0)= Var m^  + Var + 2AB Cov(m^ ,m2) 
where 
A = ^R 
= A  s  
- 0^  + 2c^ 0 + 00^  - 2o^ o^  + 00^ } 
B = k-#-
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of - OiG} 
a = {(1+0^)0 - Q }^{0 - + Q^} 
0 = C^(a^-1%+ of) - ^  -fç 
So we can also find variance of X and covariance of \ and 0 as 
Var(^  = — [Var(]ng) + (l+o:^ )^ Var(0) + (0+l-\)^ Var(m^ ) - 2(l4-o^ )Cov('0,:Ti^ ) 
- 2(l+0-\)Cov(in^ ;mg) + 2(l+o^ )(l+0-X)Cov('0,m^ )] , 
Cov(\,'0) = gQ^ ( [(l+Q )^^ Var('0) + o^ Var(%) + ( 0-\)^ Var(ni^ ) 
-2([0-X(l+Q )^Cov(0,ni^ )}- 2(0-X)Q^ Cov(in^ ,X) - Var(m2-m^ )] . 
Similarly covariances of m^  and 0 or X can be found. 
3. Asymptotic variances of simple estimators 
Bardwell and Crow (19^ 3) have evaluated the asymptotic variances and 
covariances of three-moment estimators only. We now formulate the vari­
ances and covariances of two kinds of simple estimators using 
(i) two moments and zero-class frequency, 
(ii) one moment, zero-class and unit-class frequencies. 




O- - A 
° 1-f 
' o - ®o" l-?^ (ra^ +iy " ^  
nu-iTL (m +1) 
=  1 +  A ,  ^  ,  •  
The asjTiiptotic variances and covariances axe given below, 
Var(6^ ) = a^ Var(f^ ) -i- b^ Var(iii2) + c^ Var(m^ ) 
+ 2ab Covffg/mg) + 2ac Cov(^ Q,m^ ) 
+ 2bc Cov(m^ ,m2) , 
where 
QL(0' -(f-QL) 
a = 0 
-f 
b = ° 
c = 
+ (%+ 2f„-2)a, 
[l-fg ( Û^ +l ) ] Kl-f Q ) «2  ^




Var(Xg) = a^ VarC^ g) + b^ Var(m2) + c^ Var(ni^ ) + 2a^ b^ Cov(^ ,^m2) 




(Q^ +l)(0^ -0^ -0^ ) 
1 ï-y^ +ry 
fo[c^ +(Q^ +l)^ ] - 1 - 2o^  
= 
[l-f^ (Q^ +l)]' 
n.nd thfi Goyariancn of fi and A Is 
o 0 
Cov(9^ ;À^ ) = aa^ Var(f'^ ) + ab^ Cov($'^ ,mg) + ac^ Cov(f'^ ,m^ ) 
+ ba^ CovCing,^ '^ ) + bb^ Var(m2) + bc^ Cov(m^ ,m2) 
+ ca^ Cov(m^ ,$'^ ) + cb^ Cov(mg,m^ ) + cc^ Var(iii^ ) 
= aa^ Var(f^ ) + bb^ VarCnig) + cc^ Var(m^ ) 
+ ( ab^ + a^ b ) Gov ( f ^ ) + (ac^ +a^ c)Cov(f^ ,in^ ) 
+ (bc^  + b^ c)Cov(in^ ,m^ ) , .(3-19) 
where a,b,c,a^ /b^  and are defined above. Kow we find the variance 
A 
of the statistic, f^  , and covariances of f^  with and . 
The distribution of relative frequencies, ...) is multinomial; 
we can find the variance of the statistic  ^ and covariances of f with 0 o 
A 
the first or second sample moments. We know that nf^  has a binomial - • 
A 




found to be 2 • The covariances of f^  with and iHg are 
obtained below. 
Cov(f .Hi') = Cov(f .,2 i^ \) 
o' 1' o'i=o 1' 
= - E f.G 
Cov(f ;%) = Cov(^  ,i^ l\) \ 0  ^ 0 1=0 1' 
D. Left Hand Truncation of Hyper-Poisson Distributions 
Suppose the Hyper-Poisson distribution has been truncated at left at 
X = t i.e., all the terms below x = t have not been observed or are 
not obtainable. If the frequencies for x < t are missing, the truncated 
distribution will be given by 
f^(x;^;0) - ; X = t; t+1, ... (3.20) 
X r(\+x)p^ (x,8) 
where \ > 0, 9 > 0 and 
42 
- xh ^ (x+t)(\+t+i) ^ ''" 
nt 
= ——,Fjl;\+t;e] . (3.21) 
TiX+t) ^  ^  
It has been noted that a truncated Poisson is a Hyper-Poisson distribution 
if all terms for x < \ are missing and X is an unknown integer. It is 
shown in the following theorem that a left-hand truncated Hyper-Poisson dis­
tribution is itself a Hyper-Poisson distribution. 
Theorem 3-1 A Hyper-Poisson distribution truncated at left and 
translated to the origin is itself a Hyper-Poisson. 
Proof Suppose X has a distribution 3.1. Suppose the distribu­
tion is truncated below at x = t-1. The truncated distribution is given 
by 
gX 
f  ( x j X j S )  =  — ^  X  =  t ^  t + l j  . .  
 ^ r(x+x)p^ (x,0) 
Using the equation 3.21, we get 
0^  
= ,=t,t4.i, ... 
r(\+x)^ F^ [l;X+t,0] 
Let Y = X - t, then 
r(x')0y fSy,y,Q)= ,  y=o,i ,2,  . . .  
 ^ r(\'+y)^ F^ [l;\';0] 
i|-3 
where X' = X H- t and t is lînown to be an integer. Hence FY(y;X',8) 
is a Hyper-Poisson distribution. 
It may be interesting to note that the distribution 3*1 can also be 
derived from the difference equation 
(x+X)f^ ^^  = 01^  J x=t,t+lj ... (3.22) 
where 
= f (x; A; 8) 
Putting X = t; t + 1, ... in 3.22, we get 
= Wui 
or 
f = Q f 
X (x-l+\) x-1 
- f f 
(x-l+X)(x-2+X) x-2 
can be obtained from the property that 
xit^ x " ^ • 
Therefore 
kh 






which is the same as 3-20. 
In view of the Theorem 3-1; the estimation of parameters of the left 
hand truncated Hyper-Poisson distribution and their variances and covari-
anoes can be obtained from Sections B and G. 
The following properties which will be useful for estimation purposes, 
are given below without proof. 
i) 
t-1 t Vn[l;X+t;8] ÔP^(À;9) te + 0 { \q. ) 
Ô0 1% À+t ) 
, x_i , 
Ô0 i" 
SL? [l;X+t;8] , 
iii) 5ê = m iF^ k;Wt+l;8] 
a? [l;À+t;9] , Q q 
iv) gg = ^  ^F^ [l;X+tH-l;9] - F^^ [l;?v+t+2; 0] 
,F3_[1;X;0] = —,F^ [l;X-n;0] -  ^
where (X-1)^  - (X-l)(X-2) ... (X-k+l) 
1^ 5 
Ç. Right Hand Truncation 
If the Hyper-Poisson distribution is truncated at right such that all 
terms above x,= t are absent, then the truncated distribution takes the 
form 
fx(x;A,8) = rtx+x)F^ (\,9) ' x=0,l, ... t (3.33) 
where F^ (X,0) = ] and X > 0 and 6 > 0 and t is any 
positive integer. 
Since aHyper-Poisson distribution is a left-hand-truncated Poisson 
distribution when point of truncation is an integer, the right-hand-
truncated Kyper-Poiason is in fact a doubly truncated Poisson when the 
upper point of truncation is known. When X is known to be unity, then 
gX 
= x.'F^ (l,9) ' x=0,l, ... t 
where 
t flX 
is a Poisson distribution truncated at right at x = t. The estimation of 
parameter, 9, in this case has been given by Cohen (1961). Ahmad and 
Kudô (1967b') have drawn graphs of estimating equation and variance func­
tion of the estimator, 0 for computational purposes. If X is known to 
be an integer, the problem has also been solved by Patil (1962a) and many 
other authors. 
1. Estimation of the parameters 
As we have employed a number of estimators for Hyper-Poisson para­
meters in the previous section as suggested by Bardwell and Crow (1963, 
196^ ) we may compute the same tj.'pe of estimators in this case. Patil 
(1963) has shown in case of single parameter generalized power series 
distribution that there does not exist a minimum variance unbiased esti­
mator of parameter of the Poisson distribution truncated at right. In this 
case, if \ is fixed, the truncated Hyper-Poisson is a truncated Poisson, 
then there will not exist any minimum variance unbiased estimator of 0 
because the range of X is finite. 
2. Maximum likelihood estimation 
Suppose a sample of size n is drawn from 3*33- The likelihood 




r^t^ r(\+x^ )F"(\,0) 
The logarithmic differentiations with respect to 0 and \ are 
aio«L ^ n 
ae e F^(\,e) ae ' 
aio^ L ; ^'(X+xJ n 
ÔX " i=l I\\+x^ ) " F^ (\,0) ÔÀ ' 
n , , n 
- " - F (X,8) BX ' (3-35) 
These give the estimating equations for the parameters 9 
equations are 
and X. These 
1^ 7 
8 aF(\,8) 
 ^" F^ (\,0) 38 ' (3.36) 
n ,  ,  n aF.( \ ,8)  
iEi4<t+Xi) = - F^ TXTGT—IwT--- (3-37) 
where ij)(y) = . 
We can show, denoting F(t) for F^ (A,8), that 
(3-38) 
E[«X+X)] = - . (3.39) 
The equations 3.36 and 3-37 can be solved for 0 and \ by iteration. 
If \ = 1, o^ = ii=0 J then this is Cohen (1961) mean function 
for estimating 0 . 
3. Simple estimators 
The mean and higher moments of 3.33 are 
T x9^  
°i = x=o r%\4.x)F(t) 
= 0 - (X-l)(l-f^ ) (3.4o) 
= - (2k-3)0i - (X-l)(k-2)(l-fo) + (k-l)8fo • (3'4i) 
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a- = - 3(X-2)Q^ - (3\^ - 11 \ + 11)0^ 
(\-l)(\-2)(\-3)(i-f^ ) (3.42) 
F(t5^ " iEi(^^-)Oj_i" (3-43) 
- .... - (X-l)(\-2) ... (X-j)(l-fp) 
+ kio (k-ZlkSj-k . 
For the existence of jth moment about origin, j < t . 
Let and be the first two sample moments about origin. Then 
the two estimating equations for 6 and X are 
F(t) 
 ^ - t=^ -3)V (t-l)(î-2)(l-f„) + (î-l)îf„ 
where F(t) = F(t,9,\) . These can be solved by iteration. 
The modified moment estimators seem to be of no special advantage as 
these are equally difficult to compute i.e., iteration method has to be used 
in the modified moment case. 
Similar situation exists for three-moment estimators. 
F. Double Truncation 
The probability function of the doubly truncated Hyper-Poisson distri­
bution is given by 
it-9 
J, X — • • • ; tg 
X >0,8 > 0 . 
(3.46) 
where 
The terms below t^ + 1 and above tg are not available. 
In case of the Poisson distribution truncated at tails, estimation of 
parameters have been investigated by Cohen (195^ ), Roy and Mitra (1957) 
and Guttman (1958). Patil (19^ 3) dealt this as a special case of general­
ized power series distribution. Patil (1963) has also shown that if the 
domain of X is finite, then the parameter 0 is not minimum variance 
estimable. If the distribution is translated to origin, we can reduce 
double truncation to the right hand truncation by using Theorem 3.1. 
Estimation of the parameters can be obtained from Section E. However, MLE 
of the parameters are given below. 
1. Maximum likelihood estimator 
If X is known, the estimation of 9 has already been investigated 
by many authors. 
If X is unknown, the simultaneous estimation of 0 and X has been 
given below. 
Suppose a sample of size n is obtained from the distribution 3*^ 6. 
The likelihood function is 
n 
L = 
J^ r(\+x^ )F'^ (t^ ,t2) 
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The estimating equations are 
or 
X = 
A AF(T ,T ) 
and 
or 
ôioff L . 5 n apft^ ytg) 
a\ - ° " iEi rxx+x.) 8\ - 0 
n _ apftiftg) 
.|^ (^À+X.) - - ô\ • (3-48) 
"1/ 2 
Now 
1 BFft^ ytg) ^  tg x9^ "^  _ ^ (t^ -lftg-l) ^   
Fft^ jtg) Ô0 " t^ +1 I{\+x)i'{t^ ,t^ ) ~ Fft^ jtg) 6 
Therefore 
F(t -l,t -1) 
 ^ ® Fft^ /tg) - ^  + 1 • (3-^ 9) 
Also 
SFCti.tg) _ t r'(x+x) _ t, 
ax " tj^ +i VI m+x) 
The equations 3'48 and 3-4$ may he solved by iteration. Tables can be 
constructed for this purpose. These equations can also be solved by con­
verting (^t^ jtg) in terms of confluent hyper-geometric functions. 
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G. Point Truncation 
A distribution is said to be point truncated if in the range of X one 
integer is inissing. Let the missing point be x = c. In the Hyper-
Poisson distribution, the relative frequency for x = c, is 
- r\\+c)^ F^ Ll;X;0J • 
The distribution truncated at x = c is given by 
l^ (x) =  ^ •••  ^  ^c (3'50) 
•j-
where c e Z and Z is a set of non-negative integers and 
p, = A[i;x;e] - . 
If c = 0, P^  = ^ P^ [l;X;0] - 1 
If c = 1, P^  = ^ F^ [1;\;0] "1 = 1 + ]^ F]^ [l;X+2;8] 
which gives a recurrence relation of F^^ [l;X;8] with F^^ [l;\+n;0] in 
higher values of X . 
1. Maximum likelihood estimation of parameters 
For maximum likelihood estimation of \ and 9, the likelihood func­
tion of a sample of size n from 3-50 is 
"4rtx«i)P^  
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The estimating equations are 
9L' nx n 
w ° ' * r - T W ' °  
c 
fi 
^^ = 7âr (3.51) 
c 
1' 
n , n 
 ^ = n^ (Â) - ^  ^ (3-52) 
where L' = log L, and 
Tftf • 
m - Eiil 
Since is analytic, its derivatives with respect to 0 exist, so 
SP Ôt F_ -p, /, \ 
IT = ^  IT% [*(\)*(%+c).l]8C , for X > 0 (3.5M 
1^^ 1 1 
if = y /l[2;X+l;e] 
Then 
 ^1 




The equation 3-55 is solvable with the available tables by Slater 
(i960). The graphs of mean function 3-55 can be drawn for various values 
of 8, A, c and x for solution of the problem. 
2. Simple estimators 
The first moment of the distribution 3-50 is 
o ar. 
 ^= ÏT âg- (3.56) 
and higher moments of x with distribution 3-50 can be obtained by 
factorial moments. The jth factorial moment of the variate X is 
= Jo I 
= Jo 
o 'P 
f = .? 
=^ X TOST 
y rtx) 1 
ae^  " 6^  ' gO 
(3.57) 
5^  
and from factorial moments^  we can find central and noncentral moments. 
Let j = 2,3 and h, we have 
0 cfp BP 
2^ = ^ [2] [^1] = r  ^ôT^  
3^ ~ ^ [3] " ^  ^ [2] [^1] 
If sample mean is x and 2nd sample moment about origin is m^  , then 





which are soluable for 6 and \ by iteration. Tables for —^  , 
00^  
j = 1,2, can be constructed for solution or it can be expressed in terms 
of F^^ (l;\;9) and solutions obtained. 
Modified moments using some frequencies would be of no special ad­
vantage as they also need some iteration method for solution. 
yj 
H. Asymptotic Variances and Covariances 
When \ is fixed, and truncation is made at left, there exists a 
MVUBE of g(9) as given by Roy and Mitra (1957); Guttman (1958), Tate and 
Goen (1958)• If the truncation is made at right, there does not exist 
any MVUBE of g(0) (See Patil, 19^ 3)• We have obtained variance-covari-
ance matrices of the estimators of parameters of Hyper-Poisson distribu­
tion under various kinds of truncation. 
1. Left hand truncation 
The variance-covarianoe matrix of maximum likelihood estimators, t 
A 








111 = E[.|j_!|)'(\+X.)]+ n 
ÔX 
a=iog p,(x,8) 
Sflog P^ (X,8) 
I22 = E(_ = n Ei&l + , 
38' 
a^ iog p^ (A,e) 
06^  
p. i(X,8) 
= 9 -#7ër • ' " ' 
E[r(X+X.)] = 0'(\) -
Sflog P, 
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The variaiices-covariance of moment and modified moment estimators of 
parameters of the left hand truncated Hyper-Poisson distribution can be ob­
tained from the variance-covariance of the Hyper-Poisson distribution in 
view of the Theorem 3«1» 
2. Right hand truncation 
The variance covariance matrix of maximum likelihood estimators of \ 
and 6 can be obtained as in 3.59. The elements of the matrix are 
, E(-
IX ax" ÔX" 
96= f 38= 
B[#'(X+X.)]= . 
3- Double truncation 
The elements of variance-covariance matrix for the double truncation 
are 
I = E(- = E Zi/j'(?^ +X.) + n 
5r 
8=los L. , _ « 
h\' 
I E(-2fi££il = n Siil H. n 
22 SQ: ' 8= 59= 
F(t -Iftg-l) 
-Sflog F(t ,t^ ) 
E0 ' ( X+X. ) =  ^
1 ax2 
4. Point truncation 
Variance-covariance matrix of maximum likelihood estimators is 3-59 
and its elements are 
= E(- ^ 1°^ ) = z E0'(X+x^ ) - n!/j'(X) + n 
Ô^ P. 
ÔÀ-" ÔÀ^  
I = E(_ 2!l3S_L) = n E(X1 + a 
-Q2 n2 >Q2 00"^  88" 
' as " \Fi[i;^ ;e] - irM 0= 
Eip'il+X^) = 0'(X) 
a=iog P; 
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IV. MODIFIED AND PARTIALLY TRUNCATED HYPER-POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS 
A. Modified Hyper-Poisson Distribution When a Class Is 
Deflated and the Adjoining Class Is Inflated 
Case 2 The class t is deflated and the class t + 1 inflated. 
It sometimes happens that some values at x = t are misclassified as 
values at x = t + 1 . If t = 0, the raisclassification ic from x = 0 to 
X = 1 . 
Suppose X is a Hyper-Poisson variate. Suppose the probability of 
misclassifying some of the values at x = t as the values at x = t 4- 1 
is p . Then the density of modified distribution is 
^ 
 ^i{l+t+l) + g(^ +t)] , X = t + 1 (4.1) 
, x^t, t . i 
where 0 < p < 1 and F^^ [l;X;8] . 
If p = 0, no observation is misclassified. If p = 1, all the 
observations at x = t are misclassified as observations at x = t + 1 . 
Sometimes we shall write f for f„(x;X,G^ p). 
X A 
1. Maximum likelihood estimation of parameters 
Suppose the probability, p, of misclassification is known. Suppose 
n^ , "^ t+l  ^" "t~ "t+1 observations are obtained respectively for 
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x = t ,  x = t + l  an d  x  >  0 ,  ( /  t , t + l )  .  T h e  l i k e l i h o o d  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  
sample is 
" n, 
A iki^ xx+x.) 
log L = n log IXx) + Zx^ log 0 + n^ log(l-p) + n^ ^^ log(l+p •^ ) 
n 
- n log^ F^  - j^ i^og ri;\+x^ ) . 
The estimating!; equations are 
_ n [-P —1 a F 
aioR L . . nx , Vl^  ^ 02^  n Vl  ^
38 = => 8 ,+p X+t - 1?, 38 = 
(4.2) 
v(\) "t+i ,E\ _ jL. V i .  S  asal . 0 ^  n ^ (E) - 4-^  - J, 0 
0' 
» - — •• mr 1, 'G' '  A 5 
or 
+ <^-3) 
= n[«X) - ' (^ -4) 
if p is unknown, then 
t^ For p to be non-negative, X has to be larger than 0 - t . 
t^+1 
Asymptotic variances and covariances of these estimators will be 
given later in Section E. 
6o 
2, Simple estimators 
The mean of 4.1 is 
A = ^)3 
t^,t+1 
.t 
=  ^f-^  #} e^ p] 
= 0 + (l-X)(l-f^ ) +  ^, where ° ^  
The jth moment of the modified Hyper-Poisson distribution is 
r y  - U R r  y  _  t^pG^ ^ It+ljW-, 
m j x=o 1% À+x) I%X+t) ifx+t) 
= °] + ITxïïy 
= a. + h p[(t+l)j- t^ ] ; j = 1 , 2 ,  . . .  (4^ 8) 
J ^ 
where h^  =  ^ the jth moment about origin of the 
Hyper-Poisson distribution. The second moment of the modified distribu­
tion is 
= 0^  + h^ p(l+2t) 
= 0 + (0-A.+1)q^  + h^ p(l+2t) 
= 0 + (0-\+l)2+ (0-X+l)(\-l)f^  + h.p(l+2t) (4.9) 
Cl 
Wg shall consider only the case when p is Itnown. The two moment esti­
mators of 0 and A. are obtained by solving iteratively the following 
two estimating equations. 
X = 0 H- (l-A)(l-f^ ) + ph (4.10) 
= 0 + (0-X+l)^  + ( 0-X.+1) ( X.-l)f^  
+ ph (l+zt) (4.11) 
The three-moment estimators of 0 and X are given by equations 
4.10; 4.11 and the following 
ms = a, + ph^ (3t^ +3t+l) (4.12) 
where 
q:^ = (6"X+1)O2 + 0(2Q^+1) 
The use of the third moment does not give any easy solution of the equa­
tions. However, this can be used as first-approximation for the solution 
of equations 4.10 and 4.11. 
In case of using zero-class frequency and mean for estimation of 0 
and X, we have 
X = 0 + (l-i)(l-fg) + ph^  , (4.14) 
where 0 and X are simple estimators of 0 and X respectively using 
zero-class frequency and mean. These equations do not have any special 
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advantage over the two moment estimators. 
Case II The class t + 1 is deflated and the class t inflated. 
In this case, some of the observations at x = t + 1 may be mis:-
reported or misclassified as observations at x = t. Suppose the proba­
bility of misclassification is p. The density of modified Hyper-Poisson 
distribution is given by 
A 
'X 
(x;X,8,p) ru+t+i) G'+i(i-p) 
X = t 
X = t + 1 . (4.15) 
X / t; t + 1 
where 0 < p < 1 and F^^  = ^ F^ [l;A.;6]. 
If p = 0; no observation is misreported and if p = 1, all observa­
tions at X = t + 1 are misreported as observations at x = t . 
3. Maximum likelihood estimation 
Suppose a sample of size n is drawn from U.I5 such that n^  has 
been observed for x = t and n, , for x = t + 1 . The likelihood 
t+l 
function is 
fÏÀl L = 
iFi 
_ _ At. "^ +1 
3 (^1+ (l-P) 
log L = n log r(X) +^ |^ l^og 9 + n^ log(l+ |^ ) + n^ ^^ log(l-p) 
n 
- n log^ F^  - ^ Z^ log r(X+x^ ) 
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n W . 
or 
%^.0» 0 A 
Gp . „ 
( r _ JL _1_1 _ y 
or 
+ "t Yri^  - 77 ir - iii«^ -^i' = 0 
iii«^ «i) = - r (\+t)(%t+8p) - ^  ("'17) 
where (^t) = . If p is miknoira, then 








The mean of ^ .17 is 
r = X0^  (t+l)pfl^ ^^  , tpQ^ +l n 
A - x^=o T(i^  ~ nx+t+i) " ïT\+t+i)^  
°1 - T& ^  (^'^9) 
and higher moments are 
A iif j . l'\ I^ X-i-x) ' r( A.-1-t-i-l) 1% X-i-tfl) 
"t+l 
= Oj - itStll) -^Ut+l)^ - t^] , j = 1,2, ... (4.20) 
where a. and a. have already been defined in Section A. 
m 0 J 
For two moment estimators, let x and iHg be the first two sample 
moments. The estimating equations are 
X = Gi + Pht+1 
+ ph^_^^(l+2t) {k.22) 
where 
t+1 I%xit+1) 0 " 
0^  = (9-X+l) + (X-l)f^  , 
©2 = 0 + (6-A.+l)o^  
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In case of three moment estimators, the equations are 4.21, k.22 and 
the following 
= oy + ph^ _^ (^3t^ +3t+l) (4.23) 
In particular, suppose t = 0. The density of modified Hjnper-Poisson 
distribution is given by 
fx(%;k,e#) 
1 ft (i-p) 
A ^ 
X = 1 
8 X = 2,3, .. 
(4.24) 
L 
If p=0 , f^ (x;X,8) is Hyper-Poisson distribution. If p = 1, all ones 
are mis classified as zeroes. 
The maximum likelihood estimating equations are 
n 
- _ nr 1 ri o p 1 
" %'w " r W ' (4.25) 
= nUiX) - ^   ^!A] , (4.25) 
which can be solved for 6 and X by iteration. 





™2 " °2 (4.28) 
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These equations are easier to solve than those of maximum likelihood 
equations. 
The three-moment estimating equations are 
MG = 0^ + X - , 
 ^ " °1 ' 
or we can write the above two equations as 
pR^ - a^0 + b^0 - 0^ = 0 (4.2^)) 
- agG^  + bgG^  + CgG + d = 0 (4.30) 
where 
a^  = 2(\-l) 
b]_ = À(À-1)[(1+X) + p] + (X - MG)p 
= X( A.-1) [( A.-l)x - irig ] 
8-2 = 3(X-2) 
bg = (X-1) [X-6p+3\p + ?Jc] 
Cg = x[p+2X(X.-1)-2A.(X-l)^ ] - p(X-l)^ - X(X-l)^ + X(X-l) - m^ p + p(X-l) 
The equation 4.2$ may be solved for 0. The equation 4.30 is then solved 
for X after substituting the value of 0 from 4.2$. 
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B. Modified Hyper-Poisson Distribution When One 
Class Is Either Deflated Or Inflated 
In this section, we shall consider the case when a certain class, say 
X =: c, is either deflated or inflated. The density of the modified distri­
bution is given by 
If 6 lies inside serai-open interval, (0,l) then the class x = c 
is deflated. If 5 lies in (l,°°), then the class x - c is inflated. 
If 0=0, this is equivalent to point truncation and if 6=1, the dis­
tribution is ordinary Hyper-Poisson. 
1. Maximum likelihood estimation 
The likelihood function of a sample of size, n is 
X = c 
f^ (x;X,6,0) = < (4.31) 
1 ( X+x ) 
where 0 < Ô < <= and p 
n 
• 0 
where Z* is the summation over all x except over x = c. If 5 is 
unknown, the estimating equations for 6, 0 and \ are 
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=> 
= ini(x) - j|j^ «X+K,) - g^ âT" 0 
J/{X..x^ ) =n«X) -S-^  
where h = r%^ ! 
c F^^ lU+c)' 
Ker( 
SPg TV.\ _ n 3lFn 3lF 
âF " " ^  e^ -^ d-e) . -^1 {i-6)h^  ]_?! (^ .35) 
 ^%_ P(\)iT\+c)-nx)P(\+c) QC(^^A) 
I^ (X+c) 
Ô F 
= ÏY^  - #(%)](l-6)8° . 
2. Simple estimators 
The mean of ^ -31 is given by 
.XRV, \ TT, „-N/, SC^C 
. .(1 . (..36) 
where is the 1st moment of ordinary Hyper-Poisson distribution. 
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[o^  - c2(i - pY^ YTyrgy)] 
m'^ j 
L.r V x^ rXxiQ 





If 6 - 1^ the diabriuubion 'i-.jl; LtijiijOuirit-u H y p èr-l-oi5Sûii u i s-
tribution. The (j+l)th moment about origin becomes 
m"j+i ~ ^ j+1 • 
C. Left Hand Partial Truncation 
A distribution is said to be partially truncated if some of the ob­
servations at X = t are misclassified as observations at x = t + 1 or 
vice-versa and all remaining observations at x = t and x < t are 
missing. 
Suppose some of the observations from the class x = t have been 
misclassified to the class x = t + 1 or the observations from x = t + 1 
have been misclassified to x = t. Let Ô be a non-negative number such 
that if 6 lies in (Ojl); then x = t + 1 is deflated and if Ô > 1, then 
x = t + 1 is inflated. 
If 6 = 1, no misclassification is reported. 
I f  - 6 = 0 ,  a l l  o b s e r v a t i o n s  a t  x  =  t  a r e  a l s o  m i s s i n g .  
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The distribution of partially truncated random variable X is 
rfx+t+iy p^ (X;0,o) 
r(x)9^  1 
 ^ru+xj p.(\,8,6) 
X = t + 1 




[iFi(l;t+t+l;8) - 1 + Ô] 
\>0, 8>0 and 6>0. 
If the variate X is translated the variate Y = X - t - 1, then t^  
density of Y is written as 
F^^ L1;X';0J -1 + 6 
; y = 0 
fy(y;X',8,6) = < (4.4o) 
rtx'l 
m'+y) -1 + 6 ' ' -
where A.'= \ + t + 1 • 
1. I/Iaximum likelihood estimation of parameters 
Suppose a sample of size n is drawn from the distribution 4.4o. 
The likelihood function is 
n 
0,-P 
L = 6 "r (X') 
Z"v 
olOR L r i 
ae - 8 
n °fl 
F^^ -1+6 88 (4.41) 
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- ^ F^ -i+6 "ir ' 
I'/here stands for F^^ [l;X';8]. The estimating equations are 
- 0 ¥l • 
 ^~ BG 
4«X'+y.) = - n«X') 
where y = • 
a^ Fi 
-gg— and ~ôx~ the same as in Chapter III. If 6 is unknown, 
then the maximum likelihood equation for 6 is 
°^ 56 ^  = 0  ^- n ^ F^ -i+ô = 0 
giving 
0 
Then the estimating equations for 6 and X* become 
.-n«X') . (h.ks) 
These equations can be solved by iteration. 
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2. Simple Estimators 
The characteristic function of is 
PI J ]F^-l+6 yèl T{l'+y) ^F^-1+6 ~ ^ F^Ll;\';8)-l+ô 
The mean is given by 
„ .iMLil 
 ^i dt t=o 
8 Arg;\'-H;g] 
X' F^^ -1+6 
The ccc. end moment about origin ic 
qB /^ [3;X'+2;0] 
°2 " \'(\'+l) " /3_-1+6 ' 
and thus, the jth moment about origin is 
' (i)j 1^ 1-^ +^  
G • — 
t=0 










Then eliminating 6 from the first-two equations of 4.46, we get 
X = 




Mg = @2 - (2\-3)x - (\-l)(\-2) . (4.48) 
The equation 4.^ 17 and 4.48 can be used to solve for 9 and \ and 
from the fourth equation of 4.46 we can find 6 . If we do not use zero-
class frequency, we can use third moment and estimate 8; X and 6 . If 
à is known, we can use first two moments for estimating 6 and X . 
D. Right Hand Partial Truncation 
Suppose some of the observations falling in the class t + 1 are 
reported in the class t and all the observations in x > t + 1 are 
missing or some of the tth observations are misclassified as (t+l)th and all 
the observations for x > t + 1 are missing. Let 5 be a non-negative 
number such that 
if 0 < 6 < 1 , observations in class t are deflated, 
if 6 > 1 , observations in class t are inflated, 
if 6 = 1 , no misclassification has occurred. 
The distribution of the right hand partial truncated random variable X, is 
?t 
(x;X, 0,6) -
.rxx+x) p,  ^~ 0,1 ,2 ,  . . .  t - i  
= < 
TTx+t) Pt 
t (4.^ 9) 
8'a X = t 
7ii 
t gX gt 
where is such that 
= Jo nfe) " irWy 
We can show the following recurrence relations 
 ^• ft-l - p.) (''•5°' 
5l-l . » X-1 39 - Pt-2 - 8 (9t-l- Po) 
^^ t-l , X-l/_ \ X-1 ^ t^ 
= "00- + -^ (^ t- Po) - -oT âër 
1. Maximum likelihood estimation 
The likelihood function of a sample of size n from the population 
4.49 is given by 
L = j-i—fie"* • 
J r(\+x^ ) p^  
If Ô is known, the estimating equations are 
^ = f-Î;S^ = ° 
giving 
- 8_ft 
X = Pt 38 
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or 




, n n °P+ 
= 0 ^  - iZi^ (X+Xi) - Z- âÂ" = 0 
or 
ri v) ^^ 4-
.^ (x+x.) = - - gT {''•53) 
where 
, 0'"(l-ô)ii(/^ +t) 
+ -hix+t) " 
If Ô is unlcnown, than the additional equation for 5 is 
° ° & a(t)-a(t-lj 
wnere 
t 0% 
a(t) = T. •= 
'( x+xY 
2. Simple estimators 
It is easy to show that the jth moment about origin of the distribu­
tion at 4.4$ is 
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" °j_3 k<^ =^l(^ "k)&-k') 
(l-fo)(X-l)j-  ^  ^ (^ -55) 
Now 
î 1-6 
"j ' xic iixS]Î; - irxrtj 57 • 
We can write a = 1-f and 
o 
= (x+k-l)j - x^  - x^  ^ ,^_^ (X-k)(\-k') "... - (k-l)j . 
Then the jth moment is 
=j = 5; - ••• - (t-l)j] ÎT&y 
t^ G^  1-5 
" nx+t) 
= ®\io r(x+x-3)p^  - =j-i kEiC"-^ ) a(i-i)j-^  
- *(^ -1)3- !&&] 1^ ; + g; kii ïTîîFiy 
=•  ^- "j-l - «0-2 klk,(t-k)(t-k') 
Let j = 1,2, and 3, we get 
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Pf.i 
'%, = 8 ——-a(^ -l) (4.56) 
% = 8" ^  kli(X-k)- a(\-l)(\-2) - 0^(1-6) 
^ "IT " aU-l){l-2) - + 5- r(x+i.j) . 
Q Pj. 
a ,  =  0 - ^  -  3 a ^ ( X - 2 )  -  a  C ( X - i) ( x - 2 )  +  ( X-i)(x - 2 )  +  ( X - 2 ) ( \ - 3 ) ]  
a(X-l)(X-2)(\-3) - (1-G) + i k=l nJk-j) 
Let ' X and iHg be the first two sample moments. The two-moment 
estimating equations for 9 and \ (6 known) are 
5 = e^-a(X-l) (4.57) 
t^ 
P t 
= 0= ^  - x(2X-3)_ a(\-l)(\-2) - —^  (l-6)+ 
Pt Kx+t) 
If 6 is unknown, third moment may be used for 6 . 
The use of mean and zero class frequency seem to be of.some advantage 
over the two-ment estimators as the former involves less computation than 









- X + 1 
> (k.59) 
/ 
This also involves approximate method for finding certain solutions. If 
à is unknown, we can use two moments and zero class frequency or use three 
moment estimators to estimate the three parameters. 
E. Asymptotic Variances and Covarianues 
In this section we shall obtain the variance-covariance matrix of 
maximum likelihood estimators of parameters, 6 , X and p(or 6) which we 
shall rewrite as , Yg and , of the distributions given at 4.1, 
4.15, 4.31, 4.39 and 4.49. 
The variance-covariance matrix, V is given by the inverse of in­
formation matrix 
I = 
I I I  11 x2 •'13 
I I I  
•^ 21 2^2 23 
T I T  
31 32 33 
(4.6o) 
where I.. are defined as 
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1. Modified Hyper-Pois son distribution when a class is deflated and 
adjoining Claris is inflated. Case _I. 
The elements of the matrix U.6o of maximum likelihood estimators of 
0 , X and p are 
I = E[- 5!1o^ 3 = - E(n_ )p(\+t) 28+P(^ +t) 
36^  0^  [82+8p(X+t)]2 
cLF_ 
T _ ïï-r 3^ 10% Ln _ / \ p{Q^ -l-0p(À-l-t)]--D^ (À-l-t) 
:i2 - L- asax  ^' "("t+i) [Ef+eft+t,)]: 
11 
„ S^ F n 
+ + E[ Z !/)'(X+X)] , (4.63) 




E(X) = ---2;=- + 
n 9+p(>.+t) 00  ^
s("t) = ïflîty ' 
®'Vl' - I\St+l) • 
2. Moiiifiod Hypor-Poisnon distribution when ja class is deflated and 
adjoining class is inflated. Case II 
The elements of variance-covariance matrix:; '4.60 of the estimators of 
0, \ and p are 
I . E[. £i^ ] E(„,) —^  
60^  0^  (\+t+0p)^  SB 
a^ F 
+ (4.67) 
11 30^  
n fA 
3_F^  aeax 
I = E[_ £lo|Lii] = _ n0'(\) - —— + 
(4.68) 
00 ~~ l j \"'/ '  ^
oX^  (X+t)^  (X+t+0p) 
n . n °\^ 1 -  ^
+ :F: + s[i&i4^ (A.+Xi)] , 
1^1 f 1 ôx^. 
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x,3 . .t- = .(.) , (Ml) 
3^3 = ^ ("t) ^ 3 ^  ^
where 
1 1^^ 1 8(0%) p 
1-1 -\ -\ , .1. , r'\., i' 00 ri A.-ruTop 1 1  
E(n^ ) - n T%^ t+1) 8^ (X+t+8p) , 
Vi^  = ^ ixStli) • 
3. Modified H?/per-Poisson distribution when one class is either deflated 
or inflated 
For this modified distribution, the elements of the variance-covari-
ance matrix of the estimators 0, X and 5, are 
\2, ap. Bp. _ a p. 
Ipp = E[- n0' ( x )  + nE[)/)'(X+x)] - I —; (4.75) 
22 3x2 p2 ax Pc 
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T - „R. , !L Ï£ 5= * 2- !2= 
13 Ô6Ô6 2 oà 00 p ÔÛÔ0 ' 
T _ rf ZfloK L-j n n ° 
23 axas ^ ~ " „2 aô ax p aaax 
- c 
Û op 
E(X) = |- 53^  , 
op 
E[0'(X+X)] = il){X) - — , 
c 
^(-c' '%T#i '8' 
Left hand partial truncation 
The elements of the variance-covariance matrix are 
T = n Mil _ n /%\2 , n V^l 
0^  (^ F^ -1+Ô)2 F^3_-1+6 ggS 
1^ 3 = + nj3_E«XVY.) -
, n °Vl 
1*1-1+* ax2 
op a F 3 
n 11 11 n a^ F 
12 " ^ f^_i+O)2 50 ax ^F^-1+ô asax ' 
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1 Vi 
— •• ("-83) 
where 
"(%) = PP& 
5* Right hand partial truncation 
The elements of variance-covariance matrix are 
" - n_ ,!Et,2 ^  n_ 
Pf p= 't ax' 
r 2_!ît!Et n_l^  
12 2 B8 3\ p, aeSJi ' 
Pt 
2("t) n ,aPt . 3\ 
~ V~ T" 
(4.85) 




1^3 " pZ 
"23 2 ÔÔ ÔÀ. p, ÔÔÔA. 
where 
A 8P+ 




V. BIVARIATE INDEPENDENT HYPER-POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS 
A. Introduction 
Suppose X and Y are two independent Hyper-Poisson variates. The 
joint density is given by 
where 
0 = Xg; 2^ ^ ®2 — ^  ' 
Zg = the set of ordered pairs of non-negative integers, and 
is the confluent hyper-geometric function. 
The distribution 5*1 is more general than the bivariate independent 
Poisson distribution and its left hand truncation. If and 
integers say t^  and t^ , then f^  y(x,y; Sg) gives the density of the 
truncated bivariate independent Poisson distribution, the truncation point 
being (t^ t^g). The above statement may be stated without proof in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5-1 Suppose (X,Y) has the bivariate independent distri­
bution given by 5-1 with parameter O = Xg;9^ ;Qg) • 
Suppose the parameters and Xg are assumed to be integers, say t^  
and tg, then the distribution 5.I, when translated, becomes a truncated 
bivariate Poisson distribution given by 
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îy^^^{x,y,Q 
-(01+02) 0^  0; 
P(t, ,tp) xJ y. , (%,y) G Tg (5.2) 
where Tg = {(x,y) : x ^  and y ^t^}, > 0 ; 
and pft^ftg) = Z ^(Gl+Bg) 8^ 8^ 
(X,Y)ET2 X.' yJ 
Corollary $.1 Suppose = tg = 0, then Pft^ ytg) = 1 and the 
density 5-2 becomes 
(5.3) 
which is a bivariate independent Poisson distribution. 
In view of Theorem 3-1, we can also show here that the left hand 
truncated independent Hyper-Poisson distribution is itself a Hyper-Poisson 
distribution. This statement may be stated without proof in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem $.2 Suppose X and Y have abivariate independent Hyper-
Poisson distribution with parameters Xg, 0^  and Gg . Suppose the 
variates are restricted to the domain Tg = {(x,y) : x > t^  and y > tg}. 
The density of the truncated distribution when translated to the origin, 
is itself a bivariate independent Hyper-Poisson distribution with para­
meters Xg; 0^  and 0g where + t^  and = Xg + tg . 
We Ccin easily show that the characteristic function of $.1 is 
(5.4) 
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In this chapter, we shall consider three new types of truncation, 
namely left corner, right corner and cell truncation. The estimators of 
parameters in case of left hand, right hand and double truncation of the 
biyariate independent Hyper-Poisson can be obtained from its univariate 
case because of the independence of the two variates. However, we are 
going to give maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters of distribU' 
tion 5.1 for the cases of right hand and double truncation. 
In case of right hand truncation, the maximum likelihood estimating 





where ip(t) = , 
Fi(ti) - xio r(\^+x)^F^Ll;?.^;0^J ' ' 
These equations can be solved by iteration. 
If = Xg = 1, the estimating equations are 
08 
- n 2^(^ 2-:^ ) 
y - ®2 
where 
" x=o ^ F^ Li;i;&i Jxi 
= i 
X=0 X. 
In case of double truncation, the maximum likelihood equations are 
I) (t3-l)-R(tT-l) \ 
'1 
'1/ 2 / 1^  1 
P_(kp-1)-Pg(k-1) 
y = 82 
n n 
.|i0(x^ +Xi) + p^ t^^ ytg) = 0 
> (5.10) 
The solution of these equations can be obtained by iteration. 
B. Left Corner Truncation 
A truncation of a bivariate distribution is said to be left corner 
truncation (LCT) if the observations falling below the point (k^ ,kg) are 
missed. That is, the shaded area of the Figure 5»1 is not available. 
Opposed to LC truncations^  the left hand truncation (LHT) is the shaded 
area of the Figure $.2. The LCT has to be performed on the bivariate 
distribution whereas the LHT can be performed on individual variates X 
and Y. We shall also call a truncation a LCT if some of the cells from 
left corner of the distribution are not available. A typical LCT is shown 
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by the shaded area of the Figure 5.3-
1. Distribution 
Suppose all the observations falling below the point (k^ ,kg) are 
missing. Then the density of bivariate Hyper-Poisson distribution with 
left corner truncation is given by 
:x,Y(X'y) c(k^ 7çy r()T{X g + y ) ^  
(x,y)GT2 c 2% 
where > 0 , 0^ ,0^  > 0 , Tg = Zg - A x B , A = 10,1, ... 
3 = [o,l,2, ... kg] . Since Tg does not include the origin, 0^  





Cfki/kg) - (x,y^ eT2*(X'y) 
= 1-P(k^ ,kg) (5-12) 
= xio X (5-13) 
where 
.X \ 8:r:x.) 
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Figui'e 9.1. Left corner truncation 
Figure 5-2• Left hand truncation 
Figure 5-3- Left Corner truncation 
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The means of $.11 are 
1  ^ xG* Og IXkiilXXg) 
(^10) = C(k^ ,k^ ) (xi)eT+ __j.(l)^ Pi(2) ' 
 ^ (x+Xj^ -l)-( X^ "!) X 2^ 1% ^2 ^  ^^ 
= cliÇîÇy (xi)£T2 ÏV^ ®i r^ Xg+y) ^ Fp^ Ëp" 
C(k -l^ kg) 
®1 c(k^ ,Xj)" " '^ 1""' 
writing l-Pfk^ jkg) for Cfk^ jkg) , we have 
1-P(k -l,k ) 
'^(10) ° «1 1-F(k^,k^) - (Y:) (5.15) 
and similarly 
l-Pfk^ jkg-l) 
(^01) - ®2 1-P(k^ ,kg) " (^ 2"^ ) " (5.16) 
A bivariate moment about origin of order r^  in X and r^  in Y may 
be obtained from the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3 If X and Y have a bivariate Hyper-Poisson distri­
bution given at 5 .11, then the bivariate moment about origin of the order 
r^  in X and r^  in Y is given by 
1^ ^ 2 l-P(k_-r.,k -r.) 
I I I _ C) Û A. X c. 
1 2 l-Pfk^ jkg) 
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+ ... + (%2-l)r_] 
-2 1-P (k -r ) 1^ 1^ 
" ®2 l-PgCkg) '-i=l^ l^"^ ^^ (r^ -l,0)"^  i<y(^ l"^ )(^ l"j)^ (r]-2,0) 
+ . .. + (X,-1) J 
1 
1 2 
-  (X -1)  (Xg-l)  (5.17) i rg 
where (a-b)^ = (a-b)(a-b-l) ... (a-b-r+l) . 
Proof The bivariate moment about origin of order r^  in X and 
rg in Y is defined as 
(^r^ .rg)' (xj)ei; ' 
where f„ (x;y) is defined at $.11. Now 
A,I 
r r -1 r 
X = (x+X^ -1)(x+X^ -2) ... (x+X^ -r^ ) - x [^ l^ (À^ -i)] 
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- (\i-l)(\2-2) ... (X^ -r^ ) 
r -1 r (r +1) 
=  ^ 2 ) - ••• -
z-g 
Similarly we can write for y 




r^ -1 r^ (r^ +l) 
(T^ ,r^ r (x,y)cT+ «==+^ -1),^ - ^  • ('l\ 2—) - ••• - ^ h-\ 
[^(y+Xg-l)^  - y (rgXg g ) - ]f(x,y) 
2 2 
eJllX )  ^ r -1 r (r +1) 
= (X  ^ (--aV-a— 
G^ n^ X ) riCr.+l) y r -1 
egi^ Xg) 
IT) - ("Z-Dr,] yy, _ p(2) 
r(x^ +x)^ F^   ^ ^ ^V^)A 
Ap^ 2r^  
kg L l-Pfk^ fkg) J 
1^ r ?^  ^
®1 l-Pi(k^ ) i^il^ 2^"^ ^^ (0;r2-l) i<j^ 2^"^ ^^ "^^ ^^ (o,r 
9^ 
r 1-P (k -r ) 1 




(i-l-l^ r^ -l) (^ 2-l)r2^ {ri-l,0) 
\-< / y '  \ /  -\ • \ R V - « / - >  * \  F • /  1  \  . . F  
Letting = 0,1,2 and = 0,1,2, we get some of the moments 
l-P(k-2,k2) 
(^20) " ®1 1-P(k^ ,kg) " (2%i-3)^ (i^ o)4&i-l)(Xi-2) 
1-P(k -2,k -1) 1-P (k -2) 1-P (k -1) 
(^21) " ®1®2 1-P(k^ ,kg) 1-Pi(k^ ) " ®2 l-Pp(kp) 
"1" 1' '2\ 2' 
[(2X^ -3)H|^ q^  ^+ (X^ -1)(À^ -2)] - (A^ -l)(^ -^2)(\p-l) 
1-P(k ,k -2) 
'^ (02) " ®2 1-P(k^ ,kg) " (2^ 2" ^ *^^ (0,1) " (^ -]-)(^ -2)] 
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-2) 1-P (k^ -2) 1-P (k -1) 
(^12) " ®1®2 l-PCk^ .kg) l-PgClîg) • l-Pi(l^ ) 
[(2&2-3)WvQ^ )^+ (Xg-l)(\g-2)] - (2X2-3)(X^ -l)w^ Q^ j^ 
- (X]^ -l)(Xg.l)(Xg-2) . 
Theorem ^ A The factorial moment of order r in X and s '. in Y 
of the distribution given at ^ 1^1, is given by 
.... • «  ^
The proof of the theorem is obvious. 
The estimating equations by the method of moments are 
1-P(k^ -I,k2) 
 ^" Gl l-Xk^ k^g) - %1 + 1 
1-P(k^ .k -1) 
y = Gg + 1 (5-20) 
l-P(k_-2,kg) 
= ®1 1-P(k^ ,kg) • (2X^ -3)x - (5.21) 
l-P(k_,k-2) 
W2(y) = 8= - (2%2-3)y - (%2-l)(&2-2) ' (5'22) 
These can be solved by iteration and converting l-Pfk^ -r^ ykg-rg) in 
terms of a .function of confluent Hyper-geometric functions for which tables 
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are available. We can show that 
k. -r. 1 It 
, e. F [l;X+k.-r+1;S ] 
 ^ 1 1 1 ' 1 1 ' 1 1 
( 5 -
+ . TC. 
2 0.^  F^^ [l;X.+k^ -r.+lj9.] 
i£l r(À^ +k^ -r.+l) F^^ Ll;A^ je.J 
Each of F^^ [l;a+n;0] can be expressed in terms of F^^ [l;a;6] • 
2. Maximum likelihood estimation 
The logarithm or likelihood function of a sample of size n drawn 
from the population $.11 is 
log L = nx log 0^  + ny log 0^  - n log C^ (k^ ,kg) -^ [^log ItX^ +x^ ) 
+ log IlÀg+y^ )] . 
Where C. (k k) =. L.  ^ The estimating equations are 
112' (xjig r[X,+x}il^ Ap+yj 
acL(k^ ,ks) 
aiog L _ \ nx _ n V 1' 2 
ôG^  ^ 0^  C^ fk^ jkg) 50^  
Slog L _ . ny n . 
002 02 *^ 1^ ^^  2^  °®2 ' 
o^TW ° ° ' 
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where (^A) = for any A > 0 • The estimators of 6^  ^ Bg, and 
Xg are obtained from the following four equations. Writing for 
Ci(l^ ;^k2); we have 
EL SCL 
= = C[ 8([ (5.24) 
8g ac 
y = 0^33^ (5.25) 
oC 
n iEl'^ (^ +^ i) " "  ^ (5.26) 
1 n 1 BC 
E = - c^ ' 3%; ' (5-27) 
We can easily show that 
ac (k^ jk ) c(k^ -i,k_) x.-i 
c,(k,A2) 4 ° ' T ' 
In order to find the 4 x L variance-covariance matrix for the esti­
mators of 9^ ; Gg, and we need the following terms. 
E[- = n + n — log C (5.29) 
362 GZ AGZ 
E[- 2fl2S_i] = n + n log C (5.30) 
8^  8| 88= 
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e[- = n — log C + n e[i/)'(x +x)] (5.31) 




-  » i S r = 1 '  ( 5 . 3 5 )  
1%^ ] = " ("°8 cJ (5.36) 
E[- = n ^ c4r (log cJ (5.37) 
sGgaAg " aGgBXg 1 
E(X) = â|- (log C^) (5.38) 
E(Y) = Gg âë" (log C^) (5.39) 
E[d<A.i+X)] = - â%- (log Ci) (5-^ 4) 
E[0(X2+Y)] = - ~ (log C^ ) (5.^ 1) 
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E[0'(\^+X)] = - — (log c ) (5.42) 
E[0'(X.+Y)] = - — (log Cj . (5.43) 
The equations from 5.29 through $.4l need no proofs. But the equations 
5.^ 2 and 5-43 need some explanations. We can easily show that 
{xi)< = - âT • 
Differentiate this with respect to , we get 
Ei/)'(À^ +X)f(x,y) + Z ^  [f(x,y)]i/)(X^ +x) = - (log C^ ) 
± 9À 
ôlog C-
E[!/)'(\^ +X)] - Z0(X^ +X)[ + #(\I+X)]F(X,Y) (log C^ ) 
Similarly the equation 6.61 can be obtained. 
If and Xg are known to be equal to unity, then the estimating 
equations for 0^  and Gg are $.24 and 5.25 for the bivariate truncated 
Poisson distribution. The variances are obtained from 
V = 
I22 -I22 
•T T -T" 
1122 ^ 12 -1^ 2 
r 
cfL, 
where = E(- ~), = E( 
00^  12 
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olog a c, log S 
Var(ei) . [-JÇ- + 02 ——] a 
 ^ OOg 
A olog cflog C @2 
VarfGg) = [—ÂÂ + Gg r^~"l 
"'1 ô8o 
A A G 8p S^ log 
Cov( 81,62) - ^ ] 
where 
Slog C, cTlog C Slog C cTlog C cTlog C 
D - ! — -L a —\ ± -L (--, - fl R ( 
- 30, • -1 ,g. '( 36, • -2 553 ' ) 
C. Right Corner Truncation 
A truncation of a "bivariate distribution is said to be right corner 
truncation (RCT), if the observations falling above the point (k^ jkg) are 
missed. Suppose the shaded area of the Figure $.4 is not available. In 
such a case, if we find the marginal distribution of X, then all the 
observations above x = are not missing. All the classes of the vari-
ate X are available but a few observations from each class of X beyond 
the class is missing. We shall call a truncation as right corner trunca­
tion if some of the cells from the right corner are not available. A 
typical right corner truncation is shown by the Figure 5.6. 
1. Distribution 
Suppose all the observations falling above the point (k^ k^g) are 
missing. The distribution with right corner truncation is 
loi 
Figui-e 5.4. Right corner truncation 
Figure 5.5. Right hand truncation 
Figure $.6. Right corner truncation 
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where T = {(x,y) ; x < k^  and y < kg}, k^  and kg are fixed integers, 
> 0 and G^ yGg > 0 . 
GXgyrtXijrfXg) 
- (xi)eT ii(Yx)r%X24.y)^ F(^ )^ F(^ ) 
= 1 - [i-p^ Ck^ iJEi-Pgfkg)] 
= \i\) + PgCkg) - ^ 1(^ )^ 2(^ 2) • 
The means of 5.^ 6 are given by 
Rfk-ljkg) 
° »1 E(\.l^ ) - . (5-47) 
B(t,lt,-1) 
 ^= «2 - (»2-i)a-fy(o)] • (5-M) 
The factorial moment of order r^  in X and r^  in Y can easily be 
shown to be 
ri+r^  
r r Ô log R(k ,k ) 
= 'l\ • (5A9) 
 ^ 303^ 5^02 
We can obtain central and non-central moments from the factorial moments. 
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2. Estimation of parameters 
The estimation of parameters, 6^  and 9^  when and are known 
can he obtained from the estimating equations; 
R(k^ -l,k) 
X = 8i -("i- ' (5-50) 
R(k^ ;kp-1) 
a{i^ ,kg) -<^  -MCi-f^ Co)] • (5.51) 
For hivariate independent Poisson distributions i.e., A.. = Ao= 1, the 
J. 
equations can be solved by iteration. When and Xg are unknown, we 
can use two factorial moments, [ij-g and [ij-^  gj for estimating the 
parameters, where 
cflog R(k^ ,kp) 
= ef , (5.52) 
^[2,0] 88: 
Slog R(k^ ,k2) 
88' 
'^ [o,2] = 9| . (5-53) 
which can be solved by iteration. 
3. Maximum, likelihood estimation 
The logarithm of likelihood function of a sample of size n drawn from 
the population 5-^ 6 is 
log L = nic log 8^  + ny log 8^ - n log Rj^ (k^ ,k2) 
n 
- n j_2^ Ciog n\j_+x^ ) + log r^ Xg+yi)] 
where 
- (xi)€T nx +^xjUXg+y) 
The estimating equations for the parameters 92.'®2''^ L 2^ given 
by 
H _ = 0 
8l %! BGl 
EC _ n_ = 0 
Gg Ri asg 
ÔR^  n 
iEi^ (Vi) = ° 
ÔR, n 
B- ââ; + iSiff^ s+yï) = 0 
where 
0(A) = r'(A)/r(A) for any A > 0 • 
For solving these equations, the following relationships can be used. 
1 ôR^ Ck^ Ag) B^ fk^ -lfkg) \^ -l  ^
ÔR, (k ;k ) R (k ,k -1) Xp-l . 
(") Ê[(içg-â8^ -Ê^ (%iç •^
If and Xg are known to he unity, the distribution $.46 becomes the bi-




«1 ' \ 
= 0 
aRr 
- Sg aog = 0 
where 
R_ = / 2 
1 (x,y)eT x.'y.' ' 
and 
BR^ (k^ ,k2) R^ Ck^ -l^ kg) 
R^ (k^ ,kg) 00^  ^ " R^ (k^ ,kg) • 
The terms of the k x k variance-covariance matrix for the esti­
mators of and of the right corner truncated distribution can 
be obtained from the equations 5*29 to 5"^ 3, by replacing by R^ . If 
and X.2 are known to be unity, then the 2x2 variance-covariance 
matrix of the estimators of G^  and Gg of right corner truncated bi-
variate independent Poisson distribution is 
V = 





where = E(- = E(- |^ ) , a.d = E{- • 
A A 
The variances and covariances of G^  and Gg are 
.lo6 
where 
A 8. olog R, S log R 
= i (T + ®2 —r^ ) 
<=- OOo 
. e„ ôlog R, cflog R 
A A 8 EL a^ lOG R 
cov(8^ ,62) = — (90^ 39^  ) 




cTlog R^  aiog R^  o^ log R. sriog R, 
ÔOn 
" MS 
D. Cell Truncation 
We have defined the cell truncation to be a truncation when a point 
(ki^ kg) is missing from the domain of a distribution. The density of cell 
truncated distribution is given by 
t^ 





T = z; - {(k^ykg)} , 




T{\ )T{X )Q \^ 
P(T) = 1 -
If \  ^  ^; then 
k kp -(EL + 8p) 
0/9p e  ^
?(T) = 1 - k.'k^ ; • 
If k^  = kg = 0 , i.e., zero-cell is missing in the bivariate independent 
Poisson, then 
-(EL + EL) 
P(T) = 1 -0 
If = t^  and \ = tg , we shall get a left hand truncated bivariate 
independent Poisson distribution with the cell (k^ ,kg) missing. 
The factorial moments of order r^  in X and rg in Y can be 
shown to be 
Q l^e^ 2 r.+rg 
_ 1^ 2 S P(T) 
[r.,r ] P(T) r r^  
99^ 9^02 
(5.55) 
1. Maximum likelihood estimation 
The likelihood function of a sample of size n from the distribution 
5.54 is 
r y 





The logarithm of the likelihood i\uiction is 
log L - nic log 6^  + ny log 9,yi- n[log r(A^ ) f log r( Xg ) ] 
n 
- n log P^ (T) - Z^^ [log n^ +^x^ ) + log riÀg+y^ )] • 
The estimating equations are 
ap^ T^) 
 ^= p^ -ôë7-
@2 SP]_(T) 
y = "ôÇ" 
1 a 1 aPi(T) 
n i&^ ^^ l^  " " P(TT ÔX  ^
1 n T aPifT) 
- Y^ i) = 
where 
i^ 2 
ÔP,(T) /p. cLF^ l) %\)r(^ )8i @2 
"30^  = 1^ 1 ''i r(x^ +k^ )r(x2+i{2) 
(5-5°) 
(5.57) 
(5 .58)  
(5.59) 
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ÔP^ (T) ^  ( 2 )  
kn-l 
a@2 " l'i "^ 2 IXx^ +k^ jTXXg+kg) - kr-
ap^ fT) (2) kg ixxg) r^ (Xi)iXXifki)-i%Ài)r^ (À.^ +k^ ) 
IT- = fi -â^  • ®i ®2 îû^  i^ (Yk^ ) 
(2) k_ kg T%X ) I^ (\2)IXX2+k2)-rt%2)r"(%2+k2) SPn(T) 1'"' „(1) ^ 1^ 1 ,."ln"'2 "^ "1 
3^ 2 1^ 1 ' 3\p " ^ 1 ""2 ilX^ -ik^ ) 
If \ ~ 2^ '~ then the estimating equations 
k -1 kp 
r "1 .^ 2 1 
,kn ,k9 " Ckn-lJJkgjJ X = 
8,+82 ^
" k^ :k2.' 
0. 
k^  kn-1 
y =  ^ r V^ 2 1^ ^ 2 n 
01+02 G^ -^Gg^  1^^ 1^ -1)' 
k-^ kg] 
which can be solved by iteration. 
The 4x4 asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the estimators 
of G^ ,and can be determined by inverting the information 
matrix 




2^1 2^2 I23 2^4 
I3I ±32 3^3 I33 




, £12113 , „ I(X1. „ 
09^  0^  50^  
I 2[. £I«LL] , „ Mil, „ 
58= 8= BGg 
.Sinn T Fi(T) 
I.. = E[- ]^ = n + E[0'(X,+X)] - nip'ix^  ) 
a\2 a\2 
'N-^ 't -V n f ft \ 
__ u J.VU r_^ i; 
II,I, = E[- ° - " = n i + E[*'()_+Y)] - nti'CX.) 
3X| oX|  ^ 2 
S^ lOK 1, ?i(l) 
1^2 - ^ 1-- ae^ Gg J - ° se^ se^  
^23 = 1%^] = ° se'^y 
^34 = = = (^4%^) 
and 
E(X) = &. 




























VI. BIVARIATE CORRELATED POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS 
A. Introduction 
Suppose X and Y have Poisson distribution with means 6^  and 9^  
and covariance 0  ^ then the bivariate correlated Poisson (BC) distribu­
tion given by Campbell (193^ ); Aitken (1944), Teicher (195^ ); Neyman (1939) 
and Holgate (1964) as: 
f%^ Y(x,y3G) 
where 0 = 0 < 0 < min(0^ ,02). If ~ 1-^ 2 ~ ®2 ~ 
then © = for > 0, >0, M- > 0 • The distribution 7.I is 
rewritten as 
where |_t^ + \jl^ + t_i = (G^ - 6) + (Gg- 0) + G = 0^ + Og- 0 . The distribution 
at 6.1 or 6.2 is termed as bivariate correlated Poisson distribution by 
Aitken (19^ 4) and Campbell (1934). The BCP can be written in another 
form which is simple and is used frequently in this chapter. The density 
is 
/ 
2% Y(x,y;G) =< 




where A = 6^ + Sg - 0 
min(x,y) (0^ -0)^ '^  qk 
m^in[x,y] k=o (x-k).' (y-k).' k.' ' (^ *3) 
Various characteristics and properties of the bivariate correlated 
Poisson distribution are given by Campbell (193^ ), Aitken (1936), 
Krishnamoorthy (1951), Teicher (195^ ) and Holgate (196^ )» Some of the 
properties are given below. 
a) The probability generating function of bivariate correlated 
Poisson distribution given by Aitken (1936) and Edwards and Gurland (1961) 
is 
Gx^ yfSi'Sg) = exp[0^ (s^ -l) + ^ (^sg-l) + 0(s^ -l)(sg-l)] , (6.4) 
b) The characteristic function of 6.1 is given by 
iu^  iUp iu., iUp 
= exp[0^ (e -1) + -l) + 0(e -l)(e -l)] ,(6,5) 
giving WLfio). @1, ^ (01)= @2 and - 6 . 
c) It is easy to show from 6.5 or from the density of bivariate 
correlated Poisson that the marginal distributions are univariate Poisson 
distributions. 
d) Suppose 0=0, the distribution 6.1 is written as 
0* 0? -(EL+Gg) 
 ^^ e (6.6) 
which is the bivariate independent Poisson distribution. 
11^ 
e) The factorial moment of order r in X and s in Y is 
min(r,s) 0^  GÎ ^  
L^ r,s] - f-'s: kE. 
f) Teicher (195^ ) gave the following recurrence relations which are 
helpful for computational purposes. Let f„ v(^ ;yjS) he replaced by 
A, X 
x^,y * 
y- Gf. n  ^1+ (83-8)f_ (6-9) 
'x,y - G'x-l,y-i" ^ *2-"/"x,y-l 
l"x,x+r ~ ^ x^-fr,x ' r - 0,1,2, ... (6.10) 
or 
x^+r,x /^ \r 
""(,,) } r — 0,1,2, ... , 
x^,x+r  ^
f^  Q= ^  exp[-(ti^ +M2+^ )] = exp[-(p^ W^g)]f^ (p^ ) , (6.11) 
where is univariate Poisson density with mean . 
g) The following relations can also be shorn to hold: 
®^minLx,y] " ^ ®1 ®^ m^in[x-l,y] ^^ iain[x-l,y-l] (°-l2) 





oGg mln[x,y-l] (6.15) 
oG ^ ffiinCx^ y] ~ " ^ iiiin[x-l,y]" ^ min[x,y-l]^  ^ iain[x-l,y-l]. 





8i = Sg 
8^  = 8 
8^  = 9 . 
Case I : This case has been briefly described by Holgate (1964) who 
has shown that the distribution is 
-20,+e miti(x,y) (3, 
lc=o (x-k)(y-k)k.' TOTTT CT , x,y > 0 , (Ê.I6) 
and the maximum likelihood estimators of 6^  and 0 are the solution of 
0 = ^ (x+y) , and 
1 = - .2. 
 ^ n f(x.^ -l,y^ -l) 
n iSl f(x^ ,y^ ) 
The following recurrence relations can be shown to hold in this special 
case; 
^^ min[x,y] ®l~®^ m^in[x-l;y] \^in[x-l,y-l] ' (6.18) 
oS ' .  r  n  
minlx.yj _ , 
Ô0 min[x-l,y] min[x,y-lj (6.19) 
ll6 
ÔS * . r "] ininL^  j y J _ q % _ o t , c t f ^  
30 Kiin[x-l,y] »iin[x,y-l] min[x-l,y-l] ' ' 
n ih ~-sr~ = ^ (6.21) 
min[x^ ,y\] 
vhere 
min(x,y) (9^-9) ^ gk 
s^ân[xjy] ~ k=o (x-k).'(y-k).'k.' 
Case II : SincG Cases II and III are similar in nature, we shall 
deal with Cado II only. Then the density of hivariate Tcisson distribu­
tion can be written as 
. (Gg-ef- gx 




The likelihood function of a sample of size n drawn from the popula­
tion 6.22 is 
Sy^ -Zx 
-n9p (00-6) n i . — 
L = e 
«(yi-x.): IX..' 
Then the estimating equations are 
310% L ny-nx , nx 
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giving 
y = X 
A 
60= y • 
(6.23) 
For the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix, we have 
0 log L ny-n:v 
IT" ° " • 
We know from 6.5 that 
ind 
Then 
E(X,) = 8 
E(Y^ ) ^  Gg 
E[- . n 
Ô60 (9p-0) 2 EL-! 
E[. a!l08L] . . „ i- , ^  + I , n 
00 (6,-6)2 ,2 Gg-e • e " 6(62-6) 
- n 










Then the asymptotic variances and covariance of the maximum likeli­
hood estimators are 
VarfGg) = ^  Gg ' 
yar(0) = ^  G , > 
Cov( @^ 2^ ) = ^  8 . 
(6.25) 
/ 
We can similarly show for the case 9^  = 6 that the maximum likeli-
A - A 
hood estimators of 9^  and 9 are 9^  = y and G = x respectively and 
their asymptotic variances and covariance are 
ïar(ê^ ) = I 01 , 
Var(0) = ^  9 , 
Cov(0,8^ ) = ~ -Q • 
\ 
(6.26) 
B. A Theorem' On Truncation 
A bivariate distribution, f^  ^ (x/y) is truncated if its domain is 
restricted. Suppose the marginal distribution of X is g^ (x) and is 
also truncated. If we find the marginal distribution of X from the 
truncated bivariate distribution, then the two types of marginal distribu­
tions are different in general. We shall enunciate a theorem on the 
equivalance of the two marginal distributions. Before we give the theorem, 
it is necessary to define the two types of the distributions. 
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Definition 6.1 In a bivariate distribution, a marginal distribu­
tion is said to be truncated mai-ginal if the truncation is performed 
after obtaining the marginal distribution. 
Suppose f_ is a bivariate distribution. Suppose g^ (x) is 
A; Ï A 
the marginal distribution of X . If the range of X is restricted or 
truncated to A , then the distribution 
Gy(x) 
T -» o 1 "1 , -r I V) r» '1 -r y>*« 1 •y»rv'i VI *.i 1 "I C; '[' >» 'I V^n 'I . 
Definition 6.2 A distribution is said to be marginal truncated 
distribution if a marginal distribution is obtained from the truncated 
bivariate distribution. 
Suppose (X,Y) has a truncated bivariation distribution, f^  -^ '^ ,1',^ ,'^ )> 
X G A and y e B . Then g^ (x;A,B) = J^ f^  Y(x,y;A,B)dy is the marginal 
truncated distribution of X . 
Theorem 6.1 In a bivariate distribution, the truncated marginal 
(TM) distribution is equivalent to the marginal truncated (Ml) distribu­
tion if and only if the two variates are independent. 
Suppose f^  (x,y) 2 Eg is a bivariate distribution. Let the 
marginals of X and Y, respectively, be 
Let the truncated marginal (TM) distributions be 
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Sx(x) 
P(xeA)  ^ G A 
0 otherwise 




P(ysB) ' ^  ^ ^  
=: < 
otherwis 
where P(yeB) = J hy(y)dy . Let the truncated bivariate distribution be 
2% y(x,y) 
P(x€A,yeB) ; X € A, y e B 
otherwise 
where P(xeAjyeB) = J y(x,y)dxdy . Then the marginal truncated (ffl) 
A B 
distributions are 
g^ (x;A,B) = < 
J fx,Y(X'y;A;B)&y , ^  e A 
otherwise 
J 4 v(X,Y;A,B)DY ; Y E B 
a 
otherwise 
Suppose X and Y are independent, then 
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" 'I g P(xeA)P(yeB) 
G%(x) 
 ^P(xeA) " %(^ îA) 
Similarly we can show that 
i\.(y) 
Conversly, suppose g^ (x;A,B) = g^ (x;A) 
f^ ^Y(x,y) \ 
J _ PfxeA.veB") ^  
f_ fxyY(x,y)ay 
( ,ycB P(xeA) 
r* 
?(xeA)j ;^ ^^ (x,y)ay (x ,y )  
= J f, Jx,y)dy = 
"l ' «1 
= P(X£A)F f(y|x)dy , 
• B 
which shows that X and Y are independently distributed. 
Corrolary In the bivariate Poisson distribution,.the truncated 
marginal distribution is equivalent to the marginal truncated distribution 
if and only if the two variates are independent. 
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C. Left Hand Truncation 
/ \ "j" 
Suppose (x,y) e Tg , where Tg is a set of ordered pairs of non-
negative integers exceeding a certain positive point (k^ k^g). First we 
consider the case of left hand truncation when all the observations below 
X < and y < kg are missing. The left hand truncated distribution is 
given by 
fx^ Y(x,y) = Smin[x,y] ' (X'yOeTg (G-Z?) 
where 
A = Gg- 0 ; 
inin(x,y) gk 
m^inCx^ y] ~ k=o (x-k).' (y-k).' k.' ' 
Q(k^ ;k2) _ e m^in[x,y] ' 
we can show that 
1 - P(»,kg) - P(k^ ,co) + P(k^ ,kg) 
= 1 - P2(kg) - P^ (k^ ) + P(k]_,kg) 
where 
1. Some general recursion relations 
Corresponding to the recursion formulae given by Teicher (195^ ) for 
the correlated bivariate Poisson, we find the following general recursion 
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relations for the truncated BCP distribution. 
i) 0^ -0 62-8. 
11) f^ Y^(x,y-l) g^ _g - 0^ _0 
e~^ (0l"Q)^  
iii) Ix^ yCCfO) = ZT" ' * = 0,1,2, ... 
-6) -0,^  
° -7?v .; ) ° X-(>:;ei-e) 
wher^  fL^ x;8.-G) is the truncated univariate Poisson distribution with 
parameter 0^ - 6 and 
-(Gn-0) (0-]-0) 
= x=kj+i = • 
V s^, iv) = (G-7G) F^^ C^x+S x^) ,  S > 0 • 
"1 
.n n . 
v) —n  ^= 1,2, ... 
06^  
5" n 
vi) agn [QXkijkg)] = .Z^ -^ljif^ Q^Ckiykg-n+i) , n = 1,2, ... 
vii) [^Q(k^ ,kg)] = q(k^ ,kg) - Q(k^ -l,kg) - Q(k^ ,kg-1) + Q(k^ -l,kg-l) 
The proofs of above relations may be given below: 
i) Lot ix^ y(x-i,y) = =-'• ' 
using the relation 6.12, we have 
12h 
Q[k^7ÏÇy'"6^-6 ® ^min[x,y] 0^-0 ® ®min[x-l,y-
0^ -0 " e^ -0 ' 
ii) y(x,y-l) is defined as 
using the relation 6.13, we have 
— — -  f  ^ v . i r ^  -
02-0 " 02-0 ' 
g-A  (0^-0 )^  
iii) fx,y(x,o) = -in— " 
1' 2 
° »(k^ ,kg) " I.^ (k^ ;9°l0)x; \<\58l-e) 
where 
CO -(0-0) (0.-0) 
i-i'W®) = x=k^ +i - -ir-
TUen 5 (V ;0^ -9) J®2 f 
where fj^(x;0^-0), is the truncated univariate Poisson distribution with 
parameter 8^- 0 • 
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iv) Let s > 0 • 
X 
g-A X (G2-8)X"k+s gk 
- Q[ïÇJïÇy (x-k).' (x-k+s).' k.' 
NX-k+£ 
e-A ,f2::\= ; (Gl-G) " (Gg-G) 
Q(k',k^ ) k=o (x-k+s)-' (k-k)J k.' 
Gp-S g 
° '9^ -0 ) 
oQ(kj_,kg) , , -A °°mliib.y] 
88, = - + (xi)srj - M 
Using the relation 6.14, we have 
3Q(k^ ;kg) 
301 ~ ~ (x;y)GTg ® a^iin[x-l,y] ' 
giving 
)Q(k^ ,kg) 
09^  - Q(k^ -l;kg) - Q(k^ ,kg) 
so we can Una 
SfGfk^ jkg) 
as: 
Qfk^ -ljkg) - Q(k^  ,kg) Ob^  "'1 *''2 1' 2' 
- Q(k^ -2,kg) - 2Q(k^ -l,kg) + Q(k^ ,kg) , 
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-^ --5- = - SQÏki-Zjkg) + SQfk^ -ljkg) - OXk^ ykg) 
o6£ 
and so on. 
= Q(k^ -ii/Â2) " (o)Q.(k2_~^ +^2/iCp) -
38^  
+ (-Ij^ QCk^ ykg) = .Z^ (-l)i(%^ Q(k^ -n+i,k2) . 
vi) Similarly, we can show that 
^^ 5 = i^ o(-^ ) (iiSfki'kg-K+i) 
vii) Using the relation 6.16, we have 
50 ~ (x,y)eTg ^  "^^ minCx-l^ y] " \in[x,y-l] 
m^in[x-l,y-l]^  ' 
= Q(k:^ ;k2)-Q,(k^ -l,l\g)-Q,(k^ ,kg-l)+Q(k^ -l,k2-l) . 
2. Maximuai likelihood estimation 
The likelihood function of a sample of size n dram from the popula­
tion 6.27 is 
 ^" iSi^ XjY^ i^'^ i) 
and its logarithm is 
n 
log L = 2^^ 1og iXjY^ i^'^ i) " 
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We obtain the estimating equations 
aioK L _ y 1 _ 
°®1 ®^1 
n n af_ _Xxv,y:) 
o^ OA = V ±  ^—±2l ± ±_ = 0 
ôSg lèl 
oloR L ^  y 1 ^^ X.Y^ i^^ i^) 
30 i=l S8 
Wo may vn:ite f(x;y) for f.,,. for brevity. We shall deal with a 
J. 
single observation. Then using the relation 6.l4 we have 
of(x,y) ^  - e~^  __ e~^  ^^ min[x,y] 
08^  Q(k^ ,kg) min[x,y] Q(k^ ,kg) 09^  
° ^ ^minCx.yl + e'^  
[q(\.K2)P 
oQ,(k^ ;k2) 
- Qi(k.,k9) 38 
1' 2' 
Using the relation l.v) we have 
q(k_-i,k) 
= f(x_l,y) - f(x,y) ' (G.28) 
Similarly, we can show that 
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q(l(,kg) & =min[x,y] 
-A ÔQ(k^k ) 
e J-
2 98 m^in[x,y] [gCk^ ykg)] 
Using the relation 6.l6 and l.vii), we have 
Q{k,-l,kT) 
- f(x-l,y) + f(x,y) 
- f{x,y-l) + r(x,y) . {6-30) 
1^' 
Using the relations l.i) and l.ii) we rewrite the equation 6.28, 6.29 and 
6.30 as follows; 
f(X'y) - ep? - f(X'y) 
Q(k -l,kp) q 
" 0^ 0 Q(k^ ,kg) " 0^ 0 f(%-l'y-l) ,(6.31) 
4%^ = 9^ f(%'y) - f(%,y) t(kî4>' " 4^ 
= f(x-l,y-l) - f(x,y) 
r X , Q(k^ -l,k ) . 
" '•0^  - f(X'y) Q(k^ ,kg) " 0^  ^
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V Q(k ,kp-l) . 
- [ëgzG f(X'y) - f(X'y) - igiG 
= i(x-l,y-l) -^ gpgy^ -ÇTôy - i(x,y)(g^ -g^ ) 
Q(k-;kp-l) + Q(k^ -l;kp) - Q(k.^ -l,kp-l) 
, f(x,y) —i ' (G.33) 
Now the estimating equations become 
_ R _ A = 0 (6.34) 
-1~" - "1 • 
(fis - *2- ôflG À = 0 (6.35) 
•'2 ' 2 
- 8^ :6 - 0^ :6 + (%i+a2-K) + + 6^ :8 + ë;::) ^  = o (6-36) 
where 
Qfk^ -ljkg) 
1^ ~ Q(k^ ,kg) 
Gfk^ jkg-l) 
2^ = "ôcyçr 
n f(%.-l;y.-1) 
 ^ = E îEï f(x.,y.) ' 
We can show that Â = R by adding 6.3^ , 6.35 and 6.36. Then we have 
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the following estimating equations. 
X = 0R + (6^ -a)R^  (6.37) 
y = BR + (6.38) 
Â = R (6.39) 
We can use 6.37; 6.38 and 6.39 to solve for , Sg and 9 by iteration. 
3. Moment estimation 
Some of the moments of low orders of the distribution 6.27 are given 
below. We find j as follows: 
= '^10) 
Q(k ,kg) x.yeTg ^  \inCx,y] . 
Using the relation 6.12, we have 
Q(k.-l;k ) Q(k -1/iCp-l) 
"x - (V) ^ 6-Qfiççr • 
Similarly 
Q(k ,k -1) Q(k -l,k -1) 
° ^(01) ° "QÔÇk^ r * ® 
x^y = l"(U) = (x,y)ii: 
" ,+ xy S„,., 
OCk^ TÏÇy (x,y)eT2  ^min[x,y] 
Now 
xy = (x-k)(y-k) + k(x-k) + k(y-k) + k(k-l) + k 
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We can show that 
inin(x;y) (9 -0)^  (Bo-G)^  Jc 
k§0 (x-k)(y-k) (y-k): ÈT = (Gi-8)(82-G) 
min(X;y) ^   ^(9^ -6)" " (RQ-Ô)^  gk inin(x^ y) (ô^ -G)* ^  (Gg-S)^  ^  gk 
k=o k(x-k) (x_k), (y-k): kT " kEo (x-k-i); (y-k): TFI): 
min(x-2,y-l) (G -6)%"^  (8 -8)^ "^  ^ k 
= (a^ -fi)o ,.1^  (k-k) ; (y-k)J kJ " (^ 1-8)8 Sjj^ in[x-2,y-l] 
Similarly 
min(x,y) (8.-G)^  Q(k.-l,kg-2) 
k=o (x-k).'(y-k).'k: = (Sg-GjG —ôUÇÎÇr" ' 
and 
min(x,y) (8,-8)* ^  (6g-8)^  ^  gk g Q(k.-2,kg-2) 
k=o (x-k): (y-k) J kT " ® Q(k^ ,kg) ' 
Hence 
tll)^  (x,y)eTg [(x-k)(y-k) + k(x-k) + k(y-k) + k(k-l) + k]f(x,y) 
= Q(k ^ k + (6j_-6)(62-6) }{Q(k^ -l,k2-l) ] + (9^ -0)0Q(k^ -2,k2-l) 
+ (62"6)8Q(k^ _ijkg-2) + 0^ Q(kj^ -2,k2-2) ] (oA2) 
The moment estimators of , Sg and 8 are obtained from the 
following estimating equations: 
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_ _ _ Q(k -l,k -1) 
in = X = (0,-0) + 0 (6.43) 
OKk^ ykg) CKk^ fkg) 
m = y = (cL-G) — + 8 (6.44) 
y  ^ Olklfkg) Qfki'kg) 
QKk^ -lfkg-l) ,^ ^^ Q%k^ 2^,ki-l) 
\y = -(11) = '(Y='(G2-G) ^ ^  Q(k,,k,) 
q^ k^ ykg) C^ k^ ykg) 
where [^(k^ -i^ k^ -i), i - 0,1,2, j = 0,1,2 is a function of , Cg and 
t . 
4. Special case 
Case I: = Gg ' This case is quite often encountered in practice 
when the 3CP variables have equal means. The estimation of two parameters 
of BCP distributions has already been dealt with briefly by Holgate (1964). 
The left hand truncated BCP distribution 6.27 is rewritten as 
=<: 
-20+6 






min(x,y) (G^ -G)^ ^^  gk 
\mn[x,y] ~ k=o (x-k).' (y-k).' k.' 
Q^ (lc^ ,k2) = «minky] ' 
(6.47) 
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The maximum likelihood equations for 9^  and 6 are given by 
How 
sr-
jg 1 \ i''i' 
i=l 06^  
= 0 
n 01 
V i Ï _ Q 
i=l f(x.,y^ ) 96 
(6.48) 
' irw (^ '"9) 
= -  ^Q^ (k^ -l,k2) + Q^ fk^ jkg-l) . (6.50) 
Using the relation 6.1$, we get 
+ f(x-l,y) + f(x,y-l) , 
n  ^ ôf(x^ ,y^ ) Q^ (k^ -l,kg) Qifk^ jk^ -l) n f(x^ -l,y^ ) 
i=l f(x.,y.) "38][ Ql^ {\,\) ' Q^ (k^ ,kg) i=l f(x,y) 
n f(x_,y,-l) 
i=l f(x^ ,y^ ) 
Using the relation l.i, we get 
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where 
. 2 ^  Â . (S^ H-Kj) = 0 (6.51) 
n f(x.-l,y.-l) 




1^= Q]_(k^ ,kg) 
Q,>, (k^  ;k,^ -].) 
 ^ .L 
1' 2' 
-2EL + 8 
2^= QlCk^ Tkgy 
af(x,y) _ f/ \ _ f(x,y) e  ^ °^ min[x,y] 
SG - Qifkiykg) 36 Qi(k^ ,kg) 68 
where 
aQ_(k_,k,) -28 +8 a , 
âT^  = + (xi)4 " , and 
°^ minfx,v) _ _  c ,  _ „ ,  ,  q ,  
o8 " min[x-l,y] min[x,y-l] min[x-l,y-l] 
-4#^  = f(x,y) - f(x,y)  ^  ^  ^  ^1 n  ^ 2 — — do • '"' • '"• Q^ lk^ jkg) 
- f(x-l,y) - f(x,y-l) + f(x-l,y-l) 
Q-i_(k^ -l;lc2) Q^ Ck^ k^g-l) Q^ (k^ -l^ k2-l)_^  
1' 2' 
f(x-l,y) - f(x,y-l) + f(x-l,y-l) 
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Using the relations for f(x,y-l), we get 
1 of(x.y) ^  Qg_(k^ ,kg-1) ^  Q^ (k -l,kg-l 
f(x,y) 98 "o^ Tk^ TÏÇy" Q^ (k^ ,i(g) ' (^ (k^ ,kg) 
G f(x-I,y-l) _ _v _J f(x-l.y-l) 
G^ -0 0^ -9 f(x,y) 8^ -8 0^ -6 f(x,y) 
The second, equation at 6.48 is 
Addition of equations 6.51 and 6.53 gives Â = R . 
Eliminate Â from 6.5I and 6.53, we get 
X + y = (0^ -e)(R^ +R2-R) + (8^ +0)R (6.5U) 
A = R  .  ( 6 . 5 5 )  
The equations 6.5L and 6.55 can be solved by iteration for and 6 . 
Case II; = 6 . For this case, the density of the truncated 
distribution is 
'*2 (62-8)%"* 
(gTk^ Tkgy (y-x).' x<y,x>ki 
fx,y(x,y) = ^  y > "2 ' (6.56) 
; 0 otherwise 
L 
where 
/,  ^ \ _ V "^ 2 gX m Y y G .x 
x<y ® (y-x): X.' ~ y=kg+l y: x=kj+l^ x''^ G^ -G^  
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-Gg (Gg-G) y 
-[(1 _J sY 
Gg-G/ - xEo(x)(8!: 
i) If = 0 = kg , then 
«•V  ^ r\ R\ \ y A 
C O  - C p  v c p - o ;  O p  
%(«'«) = ySl » -TT- [(kYëf - 1] 
« -Gg ef . -02 (62-8)^  -eg -e^  ^  \ i_g 
y5i= ?r - y:i» -77- =  ^ ® ' 
ill If k^  - 0 , then 
-5p (8p-G)^  8p , 
QgfOjkg) - y=k^ +l 
or» ' ^2
e 
y- Gg-G [3-^ 0)^ - 1] 
-6 
= 1 - P(kg;8g) - e [l-P(kg;8g-9)] 
iii) If kg = 0 , then 
<» "Gp (Gp-G)^  y V q X 
Since the upper bound of x is y and k^  is a fixed positive integer, 
Qg(k^ ;0) =0 for y < k^  
-8g (Gg-G)^  y 8 
y=ki+l® y.' x=k^ +l ^ x^ 6^g-G^  
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k+3 
k^ +2^  (Gg-e) . Kn+j 
(k^ +3)-' 
ki+1 
k^ +2 k,+, 
9 \  ^/ y ,  6  ^  .  •  .  
Ik^ +gJ^ Gg-Gr G^g-G^  ' '"' 
k+1 
-Gp (Gg-G) 1 k^ +1 
(k^ +l): (sg-Ep + (kY+2] 
(Gp-G) 
? [(kj^ +2) G^g-G ) }  
(Og-G): 
"'• Tk~+T5Tk7+3T 2.' 
(k.l2)(k^ l3) n c 
' '  - + (V3)(^ ) + (ê^ )^ ) 
cl d. 
-Gg 
® (k-îiyr^ i + [(Gg-G) + 
(Gg-S)" G(9g-G) 02 
+ {—31 "ITTô— + 2: k^ +2 " (k^ +2)(k^ +3)-
rfGg-G)^  G(Gg-G)2 G2(Gg-e) @3  ^
 ^ ST" 2.'(k^ +2) (k^ +2)(k^ +3) (k^ +2)(k°+3)(k^ +4)^  
"i" • • • • 
-6p . (Gg-G) c (Gg-G) p2 (Gg-G) 
= ® (k^ +l)J ® •" (k^ +2)(k^ +3) ® 
• • • • 
-e 2 
(k^ +1).' k^ +2 (k^ +2)(k^ +3) 
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-9  qV^ 
" ® (k^ +1).' • 
The likelihood function for a sample of size n drawn from the popu­
lation 6.56 is 
L = 
[^ (k^ ,k2]"^ rt^ C(y^ -x^ ).'x^ J] 
The estimating equations are 
= 0 => 
5^ (k^  ;kg) 
Ô02 
(6 .57)  
Now we find 
\y-x-i 
(6.58) 
5Qg(ki,kg) ^  -02 (Gg-G) £ _  Q  z , .  ,  \  
ôGg x^ r ® (y-x-1).' xJ ~ 
— Q2(kj^ k^2~l) ~ Qg(^ 2^ ^^  ' 
And 
aOgfkifkg)  ^ -GgfBg-Pjy-x-l QX 2 -82 (02-8)*"* oX-1 
88 ~ x<y® (y-x-1): xT (y-x).' (x-l).' 
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Then the equations 6.57 and 6.58 become 
V-x m , 
Y8 = Q2(k^ ;kg) J 
or 
Çê = <^ '55' 
and 
a Qgfki-l'kz-lj-Qzfki'kg-l) 
- 8-:8 + 8 = Q^ Ik^  • (G.60) 
These equations may be solved by iteration. For asymptotic variances and 
covariances, we have 
E[. SiHsJi] =. siML. „ —1— 
Ô0| (82-8)2 [Qg(k^ ,k2)? ^^ 2 
1 ô^ QgC^ .kg) 
E[- = n + Mm S ( 




E[- _n EiY:Xl _ 
BQg ( k^ ; kg ) 
' (02-6)2 kgdc^ .kg)? »» 5^ 2 
+ 
,^ 2 
n 0  ^ 2 ^  
QgCk^ k^g) 90002 
Iko 
And 
aQg(k^ ,^kg-l) BQg(k^ ,kg) 
ÔG® 
2 
Ô0. = Qg(k^ ,kg-2) - 2^ (k^ ,kg-l) 
+ Qgfkj^ fkg) 
3^ Qp(ki,kg) aQg(k^ -l,kp-l) ôQp(k^ ,k^ -l) 1' 2' 
00 do 
2\ 1' 2 
00 = q^ (k^ -2,k2-2) _ 2q^ (k^ -i,k2-2) 
+ Q2(kg^ ;kg-2) , 
(^k-| -l,kg-l) 
E(î) = (6,-0) 
Qg(k^ ,kg-1) Qg(k^ -l,kg-l) 
+ 0 
^ Qg ) 
(^k ,kg-l) 
= (02-®) q,(^ ,kg) 
So 
, cfloR L. _ n [Qg(k^ ,kg-1) - QgÇkj^ Ag)]^  
ô0| 02-e "o^ Ik^ TîÇr " [Qg(k^ ,kg)]^  
lAl 
(^ (k^ ,kg-2) - 2(^ (k^ ,kg-l) + Qg(k^ ,kg) 
Qg (k-j^ k^g ) 
Qg(k ,k -1) (^k ,k -2) (^k ,k -1) 
, 5^1 og L. ^  n 
ggS Gg-G Qg(]^ ,kg) G (^(k^jkg) 
Qp(k.-l;kp-l) - Qp(k^ ,kp-1) 
- " " ) 
02(^ 2"^ '^ 2"^ ) " 2(^ (k^ -ljk2-2) + ^ (k^ ,k2-2) 
Qglk^ Ag) (6.62) 
And 
Ef a^ lo^  Lv_ , n 
ÔGÔ02 Gg-G Qgtk^ ykg) 
+ n 
[02(^ 2^ 2)]^  
Qg(kn -l;kp-2) - Qp(k--l,kp-l) - Qp(K ;kp-2) + Qp(k^ k^p-l) 
, n—  ^^ (1^ ,,^ ) ^^ .{6.63) 
Ik2 
D. Right Hand Truncation 
Suppose that the CBP variates X and Y have been truncated at 
right at X = and Y = kg and that the values X < k^  and Y < Itg have 
been observed only. The right hand truncated distribution is given by 
g-A 
" P(k^,kg) ^ inin[x,y] ' ^  = 0,1, \ {6.6k) 
y = 0; 1^  • • • kg 
•where 
min(x,y) (0^ -0)^ "^  ^(0g-0)^ "^  ^gk 
m^in[x,y] ~ k=o (x-k).' (y-k)J kT 
and 
-A 
PC^ 'kg) = G xEo yio^ minfx^ y] . 
The following relations can also be shown to hold 
apCkifkg) 
(i) -^ PCk^ k^g) 
ap(ki,k) 
(ii) aGg = P(ki'k2-1) - Pfkl'ks) 
apfkifko) 
(iii)  ^ = P(k^ ,k2) - P(k^ -l,kg) - P(k^ ,kg-1) + P(k^ -l,kg-l). 
1. Maximum likelihood estimation 
The likelihood function for a sample of size n drawn from the 
population 6.6k is 
1^3 
-nA n 
L = — .2.S . r 1 
The estimating equations are 
n . ôf(x.,y.) 
1 1 J 
(6.65) 
n 2 af(x^ ,y^ ) 
i=l f(x,,3^ ) ôë " ° " 
1'" 1' 
Now 
using relation (i) and 6.1^  we have 
âî^  - - f(x.y) • 
Similarly 
We know that 
•and 
f(x-l,y) = f(x,y) - g-Yg f(x-l,y-l) , 







8 . - 8  
R n f(x -l,y -1) 




i=l f(x. ,y. ) 0 0,3 
ny A 
1 1 Go" 3 v, ~ . - v  1=1 




5f(K,yl _ \ -{x,y) ^-A oS^ in[x,y] 
ag i ix ,yv -  BG PfkijXg) 58 
wnere 
Ô3 . r -j 
rain Lx, y J _ _ „  ^ o 






is defined by the relation (iii), 
SG "  " 6 . -9  + EL-G " Q.-G 
J- 1 ^ 
_P(k,-l,k ) 
" 6^ :3 + "(x-i,y-i) + "(x,y)L 
1^ 1-5 
PCk^ jkg-l) PCk^ -ljkg-l)^  
P(k^ ;kg) P(k^ ;kg)  ^
Then 
8f(x,,y,) 
i=l f(x^ ;y^ ) Ô6 
ny 
+ "(fTIÂ + TTIÂ + 1)Â ô^ 'ô àg-G "^ 6^ -6 Gg-G 
D^ R^ +Rg-R) , (6.68) 
wnere 
. n f (x.-l,y_.-1) 
Â = z îEi ' 
= PCk^ -ljkgi/PCk^ jkg) , 
Rg = Pfk^ fkg-Ij/Pfk^ jkg) , 
R = P(l{ -^l;kg-l)/P(l{^,kg) 























A - R« - 0 ; 
G^ -G Gg-G 3l-8 Gg. 
(6.69) 
T 2'  
These three equations give Â = R . The estimating equations for 8^  ^ Sg 
and 0 are 
l46 
À = R (6.70) 
X = (0^ -0)R^ + GR (6.71) 
y = (82-8)Rg+ 8R (6.72) 
These can be solved by iteration. 
2. Moment estimators 
The moments of low order of the distribution 6.6h- are 
n P(k -l,kp-l) 
= H(LO)" iEiff^ i'^ i) = (Gl-G) P(k^ ,kg) ® P(k^ ,kg) ' (^ 7^3) 
and 
P(lc P(k 
= %!)- + 8 , (6.7M 
- ^ (11) = = [9^ (6,-e)(e2-e] 
P(k,-2,k,-l) P(k -l,k^ -2) 
~pnÇiÇJ~* 8(82-8) p(k^ ,y 
P(lL, -2,kp) P(k -2,kp-l) P(k_ -l,kp) 
{^20) • (8r8)' p(^ ,k,) + 2(8,-9)0+ (e,-e) 
P(K-l,k^ -l) P(lc-2,k„-2) 
and 
P(k A -2) P(k-l,k-2) 
•^ (02) = («2-8") + 2(^ 2-8)8 P(k,,k,) 
l'i-7 
P(ki,k_-1) P(k_-l,kp-l) P(ki-2,k_-2) 
+ <«2-8) -Pôçiçr " ® • (^-77) 
Suppose X, y and are the sample means and product moment 
about origin. The moment estimators are obtained from the solutions of 
the following estimating equations 
_ ?( k. ; Iv.j -1 ) _ Rk., -1, Kg-:i. ) 
y - (L-Q) — 1- 0 (6.79) 
P^ k^ ykg) 
. r^ (6^ -e)(6,-8,] . e(e,-8) 
 ^ PCki'kg) Pfki'kg) 
+ . (6.80) 
Pfk^ jkg) Pfk^ jkg) 
3. As}/iïiptotic varlances-covariances of estimators 
The terms of asymptotic variance-covariance matrix are given below, 
dSj f=(Xi,yi) °°j 
j = 1,2 
,r_ fïaUii _ S n 1 c'C'i-yj) 
i»l f2(x.,y.) 
f(x77i^  °\°®2 




for j = 1,2, . (6.84) 
Now 
M . . f(,,y)[l + , f(x.I,y) 
E(- + f(x,y) 
88^  °^ 1 ®^1 Ô02 
Blog P(k ,k ) 
+ f(x-l,y) - f(x-2,y) + f(x-l,y) gg } (6.85) 
«-4#^" .14m. • • «-.« 
+ â%:S -  ^  ^^ 
BP(K,k ) P(k -l,k ) 
f(x-l,y-l) + f(x,y)(l - —^  )} pL , ) 
. P(k, -l,k„)  ^
+ E{f(x,y) Ô8(p(k^ ykg) ) 9^  " 
e H- (e-^ e) = (m 
(i- %'T- %)d %)a 
' e + 4V!2]a_ (g.ig, . (g, 
(l- %'l- >[)(î ( %'T-^ )d 
(69*9) ' { p T GG (l-^ 'x)j + 
(^ 3[' Soie 
(T-.'T-X)J - (W'x): 
(88'9) ' t , -1-°^  {T-'t'x)j + 
(^ ' %)a Soie 
(S-jÇ'l-x)j + (s-^ 'x)j + (i-^ 'i-x)j + (i-jî'x)j -
g 
(18'9) ' { _ ' (l-^ 'x)j + (s-A'x)j -
(&%'L%)soie 
Ivw = 'Tr&r)' 
(99'9) 2 t 
{[(-^ -4^  T)(4'T-x)J + (l-^ 's-x)j(Sl-i +1) + ( %' %)de e • 0 
6i|l 
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4. Special cases 
Case I: 9^  = flg* Suppose the means of the two variates are known 
to be equal. The distribution 6.6!+ is rewritten as 
-2 0^ + 0 —-
®min[x,y] = 0,1,2, ... , (6.90) 
y = 0,1,2, ... kg , 
where 
-2 0^ + 0 
=Mn[x,y] " 
6.^ 7' We can find that 
-  g f^(x-l,y-l) - f(x,y)[R^ +R2] , 
where 
+ ^ f(x-l,y-l) - (1-R^ -R2+R)f(x,y) 
P^ k^^ -ljkg) 
1^ " 
P (k ,k-l) 
Ro = 2 ^7^ 
R = 
P^ k^^ -ljkg-l) 
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The maximum likelihood estimating equations are 
i=l 88^  = ° 
- ^ 1" ^ 2 " 0^  " 8^  - 8^  ^= ° (^ '91) 
and 
n  ^ 3f(x ,y ) 
iii —S|—° 
1 3 ,  
Bi+ Bs- R - e;:: - 8^ :8 + + % ë^ zë) & = o . (6.92) 
Eliminating Â , we get 
X + y = 20R - (0 + 6^ ) (Rj +^ Rg) . (6.93) 
Adding 6.9I and 6.92, we have 
Â = R . (6.94) 
The equations 6.93 and 6.9^  are the estimating equations for and 0 
which can be solved by iteration. 
Case II: 0^  = 0 or 0^  = 0 . Suppose 0^  =. 8 . 
-82 




p ) z f  ^  ^
2^^ '^ 2) - x| y® (y-x); xJ " xio y=x (y-x): x: 
Now writing f(x,y) = , we have 
ôPp(k ,k ) 
Usine tho relation •—-rr-r—~—• - Ck. ,k,"l) - P^fk ,k_) . WR havn 
dWg 1 % ' - 2 i 
1 5f(x,y) ^  f(x,y-l) _ 
f(x,y) 902 f(x,y) " F2(k^;kg) 
We can also find that 
_1 5f(x,y) _ _ f(x,y-l) f(x-l,y-l) _ 2^(^ -^1^ 2-1) - P (k^ ,kg-l) 
f(x,y) 90 ' f (x,y) f(x]y) (^k^ J^ïÇ) 
Using the relation of f(x,y-l), we get 
" 8^ -0 Â - %! - 0 (6.96) 
(6.97) 
Asymptotic variance and 
tained from subsection 3 of 
covariances of these estimaters can be ob-
Section D by putting 9^  = 0 . 
1^3 
E. Left Corner Truncation 
A left corner truncation of a bivariate distribution has already been 
defined in Chapter I. The density of left corner truncated (LCT) 3CP 





jcîk^ jkg) 2^ 
=<j 
0 otherwise 
= 1 - PCk^ jkg) 
k k 
The following relations can be sho'.m to hold 
ap(k.,k ) 
i) = P(k^-l,;k2) - P(k ,^kg) 
apCk^ jk,) 
ii) sL = 2(ki,k2-l) - Pfkl'^ z) 
ap(k ,k ) 
iii)  ^= P(k^ ,kg) - Pfk^ -ljkg) - Pfk^ jkg-l) + Pfk^ -ljkg-l) 
(6.98) 
0 0  
iv) f(%-l,y) = f(x,y) - f(x-l,y-l) 
15^ 
v) f(x,y-l) = f(x,y) - f(x-l,y-l) 
-Bp P^(xj9^-6) 
vi) fy v(x,0) = e V \ fj^ (x;0^ -0) , where 
= : C(k^ ,k2) 
"(GL-8) (EL-8) 
%Y"'' ' 0^^ -0^  -X,Y' Vii) fy ^ X;X+8) = Or-Yô) f yfx+SjX) , 
These relationships can be proved on the similar lines as in Section C, 
subsection 1. The nth differentiation of P(k^ ,k2) with respect to 8^  
and Gg can also be shown to be 
S^ Pd^ .k,) n 
v i i i )  — ,  
ô'^ Pdc ,k ) n 
1. Maximum likelihood estimation 
The logarithm of likelihood function of a sample of size n drawn 
from the population 6.98 is 
n 
log L = Z^^ log f(x^ ,y^ ) . 





n 1 af(Xi'yi) 
i-l uG 
Now 
^ ^ _ c-'-^ "'^mlnCx.Yl _ f(x.r) 
0 0  Cfk^ fkg) B9 C(k .kg)  38.  
for j - 1,2 . 
- ( - < . ' y )  -  _ . ( x  y )  + _ f ( x , y )  
aa - + cCk^ jkg) as cTk^ Zk^ y ae 
we know that 
°^ min[x,y] _ „ 
08^  min[x-l^ y] 
°^ ain[x,yl _ 
58. nin[x;y-l] ' 
°^ min[x,y] 





j = 1,2, and 
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ÔC(k^ ,k2) SPfk^ jkg) 
30 " 30 • 
So 
n  ^ 3f(x.,y.) n f(x.-l,y.) 
i=l f{xT7yTy 30^  i=l^  f(x^ ;y^ ) 1-P(k^ ,kg) 
n f(x^ -l,y^ ) l-Pfk^ -ljkg) 
= i=l f(x.,y.) " " l-Pfk^ ykg) ' 
n  ^ 3f(x^ ,y^ ) n f(x^,y^-l) I-Pfk^ jk^ -l) 
ih f(x.,y.) 30^ " lEl f(x.,yTT" " " 1-P(k^;l^ ' 
n 3f(x ,y ) n 
iil f(x,,y, ) 38 " i&L f(x. 
Letting 
,- f(x^ ,y^ -l) + f(x^ -l,y^ -l) 
p(> ,k )-P(k, -l,k )-P(k ,k -l)+p(k -l,k -1) 
" l-Pdc^ Ag) 
]_ n f(x^ -l,y\-l) 
 ^~ n i=l f(x^ ,y^ ) 
l-Pfk^ -ljkg) 
% = 1-P(k^ ,kg) 
Ro = 
l-Pfk^ jkg-l) 
•2 1-P(k^ ,k2) 
l-Pfk^ -ljkg-l) 
 ^ = l-PCk^ .kg) 
We have the estimating equations 
 ^ À - R, = 0 (6.100) 
cL-G EL-8 1 
02 ~ 3 Sq - S 
X. 
Â - R„ = 0 (6.101) 
" 5^-e - 02-6 ^ * s::ë * i + .\ + - h = o . (6.102) 
Adding the equations 6.100, 6.101 and 6.102, we get Â = R . So the 
estimating equations are 
X = 0R T- (3^ -8)R2 (0.103) 
y = GR + (Gg-c^ Rg (6.10^ ) 
Â = R . (6.105 ) 
The estimators of 9^  , Gg and 0 are obtained from 6.103, 6.104 and 
6.105. The asymptotic variances and covariances can also be obtained from 
Section C by replacing Q(k^ ,kg) by p(k^,kg) . 
?. Right Corner Truncation 
The right corner truncated correlated bivariate Poisson distribution 
is given by 
fx^ y(x,y/ = Rfk^ Tk^ y Smin[x,yj '  ^ (o.lOo) 
where T = C U Li Cg , 
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c = (x,y): X 
y 
—  • • •  
'^2 
II (x,y): X II 4- H- 2, . 
y 
—  0 ^ • • •  
-2 
II (x,y): X = * * * 
y = kg + 1, kg +  2 ,  .  
= (xi)eT 
- 1 - Q(k^Jîo) 
where 
^ 0 0  0 0  
«^ (k^ k^g) - e x=k^ +l y=k^ +l ^ min[x,y] 
The following relations can easily be verified. 
ôR(k_,kp) 
i) = R(k^ -l,k2) - Rfkj^ Ag) 
8R(k ,kp) 
ii) j = a(ki,k2_i) - Rfk^ /kg) 
ÔR(k ,k ) 
iii) = R(k^ ,kg) - R(k^ -l,kg) - R(k^ ,kg-1) + R(k^ -l,k2-l) 
iv) f(x-l,y) = f(x,y) - f(x-l,y-l) 
v) f(y,x-l) = f(x,y) - f(x-l,y-l) 
In fact, all the properties of the right hand truncated correlated 
bivariate Poisson distribution hold in this case by replacing 
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Q(k^;lv,) with R(l{^;kg). The estimators of parameters by the method of 
maximum likelihood and the method of moments and their asymptotic vari­
ances and covariances can be obtained directly from Section D. However; 




% A - Rg = 0 
Dt -9 Go~S 1 "'2 ' •  ' g K p -  K  =  0  •  y  
(6.107) 
These three estimating equations can be rewritten for solution as 
X = 0R + (0^ -0)R^  
y = 0R + (02-9)^2 
Â = R 
> (6.108) 
wnere 
. 1 „ 
'• = n 'i î{:c.,y^) 
(^k^ -ljkg) 





G- A Generalization To Bivariate Correlated 
Hyper-Poisson Distribution ' 
In the univariate case, Eardwell and Crow (igEt) have shown that the 
truncated Poisson distribution is a speci al case of the HjTper-Poisson 
distribution. It will bo natural to try to extend the notion of bivariate 
correlated Poisson distribution to a general class of bivariate correlated 
Hyper-Poisson distributions. The following is an attempt made towards 
this generalisation but it is not satisfactory. 
SuiToose in Case II of left hand truncated bivariate Poisson, = k 
-J- 2 
- X . Then the density of bivariate distribution is 
r ^ -92 (e2_6)y-x 
X,Y M,y) =< 





Suppose we make the translation 
= X - A - 1 
= Y - X - 1 
Then the density 6.109 leads to. 
l6i 
fy Y (x,y) =<1 
1' 1 
F^^ Ll;X+2;8] ( y-x ).' ( x+ \+l ) T , X < y 
(6.110) 
0 otherwise 
It is seen that the function 6.110 is a density not only.for an integral 
value of \ hut also for any positive value. 
The marginal density of is 
_ / \ 1% X-1'2 ) g 
" ^ F^ M+2;9J n^ +x+2) ; X > 0 , 
which is a univariate Hyper-Poisson distribution with parameters X and 
e . 
The marginal density of , however, 
"(®o"0) „ fa 
h  rv ' l  e  '  2  ^  (9g-9 ) "  q1  
F^^ L1;\+2;0J i=o (y-i): (i+X+l): ' ^  ° 
is not a univariate Hyper-Poisson distribution. 
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VII. TRUNCATED I^ÎULTIVARIAÏE POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS 
In this chapter, v/e investigate the left hand truncation of multi­
variate Poisson distribution given by Tcicher (l95'-0- have rewritten 
the density of multivariate Poisson distribution in new notation for 
brevity and have derived some of its properties. 
A. Multivariate Poisson Distributions 
The density of s-variate Poisson distribution given by Teicher (195^-) 
is 
wnere 
... ,x^ ] , & ; z; (T-1) 
is a set of s-tuples of non-negative integers, 
X is an s-dimensional vector, 
Q is the set of parameters, {G^, — ,8^ , G^g, ... , 
'" ' ®12...s^ ' 
A = iElGi + iSjGij + ... + 9i2. . . s  ,  
(i) s_l 
8i= + (-1)  ^' 
(ij) s_2 
8ij= ^ i^j- Z 0^^ ,02,3, + + (-1)  ^' 
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(i). 
s  0^ i"a s  ^  ^
G[x ] - j i=i (I) iSp^ i^ jo, 
(Vg^ a)-' 
(i) 
Z is the summation over a = (o^, ...,a^), 2<k<s, 1 < 




summation over (oL ;0L ) such that (oL^a^) contains i Eu is 
JL J.  ^Qt)  Q-^  
summation over (0^,0^,0;^) such that the subset (0^,0^,0:^) contains (i,j) . 
(i) 
Z is the summation over j 's such that all Z j < x. for every j " a a — 1 
> Op , « « . , Q!. 
Bi(j_  . . .  S -  • (7-3)  
' i 155^ <. ..<a^ <s 
Some of the properties are given below 
i) = e A  ^ 0^] = e fx^ (x^ ;0^ ) , A'= A-0^  
-A 
11) f^<(x^,X2,...,Xg_^,0;O) - e 
-A 
. - ® 
where A = 0 + .%_0. + ... + 0 _ and f..,x . ;0) is the S S 3. S JJ— • • • S  ^ * S 
! 
density of s-1 dimensional random variate, X . 
l64 
lii) rt) = 8^ 3^  + + k^ <kg<: \,y.^ ,r.\,i:.^  
*  • • •  *  6 i 2 , . . s S i 2 . . . s - 1  
where 
= p{X =x ;X.=x. for i = 
ss ii 1 ' n 
X for i /: k^,... ,k^, s} , 
Sq  " ?-,X^=x^^jX^=xH-l, for i = l,2,...,s-lj 
iv) If X = 0 ; then Sr i = 1 . 
v) The characteristic function of "J.l given by Loeve (1950) is 
. exp{-A+i3_ejZ,+ ••• + \a...sV2-"Sl 
i'tj 
where z^. = e . 
vi) The cumulant generating function is 
s t. t.+t. t +...+t 
K(-V-'\) • " lîjSye 1 ' J + ... + 012...^ e 
vii) The probability generating function of s-variate multivariate 
Poisson given by Krishnamoorthy (l^pl) and Teicher (195^) is 
g(u^ ,u2,...,uj . e:<p{-...H-iie.u.+ + ... + . .sV2'''"s' 
viii) E(X.. ) = |.i ; i = 1,2, ... . 
i 
S(X.X.) = u. , i,j = 1,2, ... , i < j , and so on. 
1 J 
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ix) The characterization theorem is given below without proof. 
Theorem (Teicher, 19$4) A necessary and sufficient condition 
that a pgf be a s-variate Poisson pgf is that for every fixed real non-
negative u^ for i=l,2, ... s it be proportional to a (s-l)-variate 
Poisson pgf . 
Patil (1963) shows that the above theorem holds for his multivariate 
generalized power series distribution by defining 'property of proportions'. 
3. Left Hand Truncation 
Suppose the left hand truncation point is k - ) i.e., 
any observation such that < k^ for some i is missing. 
Let T"^ denote the range of vector x . s o ~ 
The density of truncated distribution can be written as 
e'" S [x^ ; X ^ J  * " •] 
-p(g ^ 
0 
for X e T' 
otherwise 
( 7 . 4 )  
where Sr -, is defined at 7.2. We wite Sr -, for Sr n 
LX^ y..XgJ LxJ 
- P(kT;kp,...,k^) - e 1' 2 
-A 
E(X^ ) 
^x P(l^ x£T' j^^l" a ^ "a 1 s a 
(1) (1) 
a '^ "a^ L^x] 
P(k -l,k^,...,kJ P(k -l;kp-l;...,k ) 
= e-, 12 
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Pfk^ -lfkgjkj-l,...,kg)  ^ PCk^ -ljkg-l.k^ -l,...,kg) 
+ 0^ 2 p(k) + ... + 0^ 23 p(k) 
P(k -l,k-l,...,k -1) 
®123...s P(k) • (7-5) 
Similarly 
P(k^ ;•••;k.-1,... ;k ) P(k. -1,"«",k.-1,• • • ;k ) 
B(%i) " l^ x.= «1 P(^  + «11 — P® 
^^ k_-l,kp-l,...jk.-l,...,k ) 
+ Sl2i p(g (7.6) 
+ • » • 
P(ki-l,kp-l,...,k -1) 
+ 012...s P(k) ' i = 2,3, ... ,s . 
In order to obtain the variances of x^ x^g,...we need the 
following 
.-A  ^ (1) (1) (1) (1) 
= P(iJ I § d^ -1) + (x^ - § j J (2 Z 1) 
(1) (1) 
+ < § S ja)]S[x] (7'T) 
Now 
-A (1) (1) P(k -2,k ,...,k ) 
Pfk? S = jorl)]S[x] = e: ... , (7-8) 
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e 
-A (1) P(k^ -l,k2,...,kg) 
Z z  (x^-  z  = 8 ,  . . . .  .  \  ,  (7 .9)  
1" " [x] P(ki,...,kg) 
-A (1) (1) r P(kT-2,...,k,) 
2 llkT S g -ia) S =[x] = -^ ©—^  
'a 
P(k^ -2,k2-l,...,kg)  ^ P(k^ -2,k^ -l,...,kg-l)^  
°12 P0 ' + . •. + 0^ 23... s P[k)  ^
,  ^ r -
(kl-Zj.-.jkg) Pfk^ -Zjkg-l,...jkg) 
V )(k_-2,k -l,...,k -1) 
+ 812...s - P(k) ] ' (7-10) 
( Z = [(j^ 2+ ... + j^ g) + (j^ 22+ ... + + ... 012...s 
.2 
- (ji2+ ••• + Jig) + (^123^ "'" + jl,s-l,s) ••* ^12... s 
+ 2(j^ 2+ ... + jis)(ji23+ + jl,s-l,s) + 
(^^ 12...8-1'*' jl2...s-2,s)(jl2...s) 
1^2' ••• • I^s + ^ 1^2^ 13"^   ^2^ 1,5-1^ 18 
^123"^ ..• + j^^s-l,s^ ^ "123^124' ^^l,s-2,3-1^1,3-1,s 
+ . . 
,-2 J 
'  ^123. . . s  
l68 
+ 2[Û^ 2^ 123 312^ 1,s-l,s^  "*• • 
"*• ^^^12... 8-1^12...s •*• ^12...8-2,3^12...g] 
uOW 




( a ja) =ji2(ji2-^  ^" ji2 " '-' + JisfJls-l) + Jls 
+ 2[j^ 2Jl3 ^  ''' ^ 1,8-1^ 13^  
+ 0123(^ 123-1) + ji23 + ••• + ji,s-l,s(^ l,s-l,s"^ ) jl,s-l,s 
2^^123^124 + ••• + jl,8-2,8-1^1,5-1,8^ 
+ • 
-^ 123. . .8^ 1^23.. .8"^  ^" ^123. . .8 "*• 2^ 1^2^ 123"^  •'• "^ 1^2^ 1,3-1,8^  
^^ 1^2... 38-1^ 12... s ^  ^ 12... 8-2,8^ 12...3^  • (7-1-L) 
---- P(k^ -2,kp-2,...k ) P(k -l,k -1,.. .k ) jz r T ( 7 4 \^Q __ -L  ^ s _ ± i> 
p(^ % ^a) [x] ~ °12 P(k) ^12 P(k) 
loS) 
*4" • • • • 
P ( k „ - 2 )  P ( k ,  - l , k ^ , . . . , k _ - l )  
+ Gls PiS] "--- + Gis pfgj -^--
"j' • • • • 
%)/:- _o V _i > _i > ) 
* 2L9i,6^ 3 P(,)' •• • • • 
 ^.r. . P(k^ -2...k^ _i-2,k^ -l) 
" ""^^12.. .s-1^12. . .3 P(k) 
•'' "12...5-2,5^12...a Pl^ 
So the variance of its 
Var(X^) = S(Xp - [s(X^)]^ 
= E(X;^  - W/Z 
E(X2) =5^ [B=P0^ -2,k2,---k3) 
+ 2a^ [8^ P(k^ -2,...kg) + Gi2P(k^ -2,k2-l,...kg) + ... 
+ 8^2 _^gP(kj-2,k2-l...kg-l)l + 8^ P(k^ -l,k2,...kg) 
+ [522^ ^^ i"2;k2-2,...kg) + B^ P^Ck^ -l^ kg-l;...k^ ) + ... 
+ ô^^P(k^-2,k2,...k^-l) + G^^P(k^-l;k2,...k^-1) 
+ 2(9^2G^^P(k^-2,k2-l;kq-l,...k^) + ...) 
lYO 
^(^12... 5-1^12... 
®12. . .s-2®12.. ' • • ^^ ' 
E(a^) has already bosn found at 7-5- -"J-SO 
Var(X ) = E(Xp - [E(X^)j^ f i = 1,2,... s 
E(X?) = p^^y[8?P(k^,...k.-2,...kg) - 2e^(8.P(k^,...k.-2,...k2) 
'' "n/'l- -, _a -\r  ^ J-
ll 1 ' 1 
- 6.P(k^,...k.-1,...k ) - {S^.P(k.-2,...k.-2,...k ) 1 1 i' s 11 1 1 s 
+ 6-.P(k. -l,...k.-l,...k ) + .... li 1 ' 1 ' s' 
0|gP(ki,...k^ -2,...ks-2) + G^ gP(k^ ,...k^ -l,...,kg-l) 
+ 2(9^^G2j.P(ki-l,k2-l, • • •k^-2,.. .kg) + ..••) 
 ^2(Gi2...i. . . s -l°l2...i... • • 'kg-i-Z'Kg-l) 
and E(X^) is given by equation "{.6. And for covariances, we obtain 
Cov(X^ ,X^ ) = ZfXgX^ ) - EfX^ E^CXL^ ) , a / b . 
-^A (a) (b) 
"(%) = = pfk) i f S S 3a' 
s 
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( a )  ( b )  ( o )  ( a )  ( a )  ( % )  _  f ?  
+ 'V 5 + (=s- g S 3o + : jo S  ^' '' 
-A (a) (b) P(l. ...k -l,...k -l,...k ) 
% S " (V g yt'S- s Ja'=[x] - P® • 
a 
-A (a) (b) 
P^ kJ X a G [^x] 
^y-w' 
®a P(k) X " a [^x .. .x -1,.. .x J 
'>-• u 1. CI ij 
o: 
p(t,...k^ -i,...k-i,...kj 
= P(k) *" 
P(k. -1, . . .K -1, . . .Iv -J.,  .  .  .Ic ) 
. R - a P s + 1 
" ^ ib P(k) + "''J 
+ • • "k^ -l, • • 'k^ -1; '""kg) 
g-A Cb) (a) 
Similarly for Z Z (x^ - Z j ) § - %ow 
^ ~ "a ~ 
-A (a) (o) 
k j c ^  O 
-A (b) (b) (b) 
= ÈTk) & jo^ l^a ^   ^JQ: + + ^ 12...a...s ^  jQ^ S[xj 
• •''l-Sr- • • ^ T-\" • 'T-\)d:^ '^ 8 4-
(\- • • • * 'T-\- • • + 
(^ y- " "T-^ ' ' - = ( Vx)3: 
OS 
• • •  +  +  
6^ 
[(T-^ %''"'T-^ %''''S-*%'"''s-^ %)d^  ° 8^ -1-
+. (*%-'-'1-^%--''T-^%'%-t%)d^C8 + 
( S - '  •  •  •  •  '  ' i - S r  •  •  ' ' c - =  
" "9 
^ \ A —. 0"" 
(%) V-
• • • • _|_ 
[''x- " 'T-'-x- ' ' 'i.^ x^ T:x]gag, D X  ^
 ^'(q)  ^  ^ V-" 
?lT 
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+ 0^ [8^ P(k^ ...kg-1,...k^ -1,...kg) + G^ gï^ k^ ...kg-1,...k^ -1,...kg) 
+ 02^ P(k^ -l;k2-l;. • .k^ -l,.. .kj^ -1;..'k^  ) + ... J 
+ Gga^ G^ P^fk^ -ljkg-l,...k^ -1,...,k^ -l,...kg) 
+  0 2 i 2 ^ ( l ' ^ 2 . ' ^ ^ " ~ ' •  ^  • • "  '  ^ " ^  • * " '  ( 7 . 1 8 )  
E(X ) and E(X, ) are defined in J.6. 
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